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Jones urges 
Congress to keep 
funding ARC 
BY BOB GEIGER 
HERALD-LEADER WASHINGTON BUREAU 
WASHINGTON - Gov. Brereton Jones told 
members of Congress yesterday that in these tight 
budget times, it still makes sense to pump money 
into the Appalachian Regional Commission because 
it is one federal program that actually works. . 
"I don't think there's a better investment in the 
federal bureaucracy than the investment you make 
in the ARC," Jones told members of the House 
Appropriations subcommittee·on Energy and Wa-
ter, which oversees the ARC budget. 
Since the mid-1960s, the ARC has spent millions 
of dollars on roads, sewers, vocation education 
facilities, health clinics and other projects in 
Kentucky and other Appalachian states to promote 
economic development in the region. . 
Jones, who is serving this year as co-chairman 
of the ARC, said the program's money is used to 
help leverage additional funds from federal, state, 
local and private sources. 
The governor got a friendly reception, since the 
subcommittee's chairman, John Myers of Indiana, 
has been supportive of the ARC. And the subcom-
mittee's vice chairman is U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers, R-
Somerse~ who. represents an Appalachian portion 
of Kentucky. 
Rogers said that there will be a tough budget 
battle over ARC this year, but that he would do 
everything he could to save it because the program 
is vital to the region. . 
Jones gave the members of tlie subcommittee 
several examples about how the ARC funds had 
made a difference to communities he had visited. 
. ■ ARC money helped build a water system to 
provide clean drinking water to schoolchildren at a 
Lawrence County elementary school. 
■ In Pike County, 20,000 people signed a 
petition asking for a health clinic to be brought to a 
rural part of the county. Jones said 18,000 people 
lacked access to primary health care before the 
ARC decided to spend $381,000 on the project. 
■ In Whitley County, the ARC is spending 
$450,000 to put in a sewer system. Many of the 566 
affected homes still only have outdoor plumbing 
facilities, Jones said. He said federal loans and local 
money, added to the ARC. funds, will help pay for 
the $3.1 million project. 
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AIDS forum set at Morehead State 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - A two-day conference at Morehead State 
University this week aims not only to teach physicians about 
AIDS and HIV, the virus that causes it, but also to teach college 
students to counsel fellow students about the disease. 
The conference also aims to help teachers in the university's 
mostly rural Eastern Kentucky region learn how to teach their 
students about AIDS and HIV, said organizers, one of whom is 
Mike Ballard, a health professor at Morehead State. 
The conference will begin Thursday with a three-hour semi-
nar for college students on "peer education." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1995 
KSU student chief 
critical of annual 
FRANKFORT- The president 
of Kentucky State University's 
student body says she agrees 
with the administration's decision 
to confiscate the 1993-94 year-
books. 
President Michelle Coleman 
said Monday that the book was 
the smallest, poorest one she can 
remember. She also said she 
agrees that the Thorobred News, 
the student newspaper, needs to 
be monitored by the administra-
tion. 
Coleman said University offi-
cials want to get rid of typo-
graphical and grammatical errors 
in the paper. · 
Controversy erupted recently 
when administrators wanted to 
review editions of the paper be-
fore it was published and the 
paper's adviser was disciplined 
for not complying. 
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Morehead targets out-of-state 
students 
University offep.ng_ 
deals for enrollees 
showing . proIIUSe . 
-- .-. ~ :i"•~:.. .... --
BY ANGIE' MUHS :,'-, 
HERALD-LEADER EooCATloN ~~ 
MOREHEAD . .:..:_ l- M~;~~d 
State University is.looking;for a· 
few good students . whci ·don't hail 
from Kentucky,,?nd:i(~-~ming,.tci 
make a deal to get..them to .enroll . 
. ~_nc~ ci,v~~-~·u.i1~~~ilr. 
declme m the number· of. out-of-
state• ''students-• a~LMdrclieaii. is. 
p~ompting- the:,uftiyeysfty,'io\offer '. 
discounts on non-resigerit:tuitji,n'to 
academically. promising: st\'icT~tsi•, 
Out-of-state grants 
To qualify for Morehead's Tuition 
Assistance Grant, students must: 
■ Be a resident of a state other 
than Kentucky._· 
■ Have a minimum ACT overall 
score of 20, or a minimum 3.0 
grade-point average. • . 
■ Score 500 or abov,fon an admis-
sions index that is .computed by 
multiplying the ACT score by 10 and 
multiplying the grade-point average 
by-100, and then adding the two. 
Eastern Kentucky, University and the University of 
Louisville had a -smaller ~centage of out-of-state 
student§ enroll~; acc<irdiii'g _to fall 1993 figures. 
·Q,qf~'s numbers,.li.9,weyer,·_are probably skewed 
becail~ of ·a tuition ,agre'einent with Indiana that lets 
students from· nearby Indiana.counties receive in-state 
tuition mies, ·.. . • ' . . , . 
• 
606-783-2030 
Tlie i>Ihli$idve(fffi&lrtiy:t1 '" 
the ~iversjfy's :§i'cl~of~~'ti{ 
allows for d1scowits•of-uH to:$2,000 
on out-of-state 'fuition/!iased.: on:· a 
student's ~de-iJ9in't': aiera'g~ffilid 
-Ea~Iin said h~ 2onsiab,;;'ttie n~ber of out-of-state 
stude11ts at Morehead "dangerously low." The univer-
sity,. which now,has-,959-out-9£-state students, ·would 
like. to _liave l,20(fst_udii'nis' from other states, he said. 
That would be'l4 peri:ent'ofthe stude11t population if 
C!tRls W?£fflERAU>l.EADER : 
,. 11·~ , ...... ·; '·"tli!llt5.A"" ivr'.-:.,-.,.·}-"!)..Ul.;) overa .score on. e ""'' ,.,. .,. . 
Morehead . · J>ieiiil~Kf:'[1Rona\cf 
Eag}in said in a ~ece11t ,ix)teroew 
tliaf.h'e :'proposedSthe' 'ruific\H:1dis, .: 
counts because Iie'tlunKs~e'.':'bi''-'! 
gest factor beliincftfii: declme''fn 
out-of'state students :na!f.'6een'i'ffi~· 
increases in nOn-i-e5tdfnftuitiOfi:.n. 
Kentucky resii:lerits"'pao/.:Si',900 
a year for undergraduate'tuition at 
Morehead and otl\er' i:eg1oiia!'1w\ii 
vers1ties, but ' non'.residef!isi1'aie' 
charged $5,060 - more ·trum 2 ½ 
times as much ~: · .:::, - :0-.:i-;1li .r · ' . . . ,:_,. •,-: ,· .. 
Graduate. scliocil '. tuition at 
Morehead- is-·$:f060; ~ l;,jear for 
Kentucky residents and ,$5L540 for 
non-residents. · .. · ·· .. " 
"This little bit of mo_n~y, ll)ight 
sway a person's mind info 'coming. 
here,''. Eaglin-sald. "l:taii~~thein-
to make. a choice, beca1.1se,witliout 
it,· our costs are ·fiighe,-e:thai1,-fot 
them to go, to school at home, ·and 
they can't come here." 
Despite the rising·costs ot·non-
resident tuition at Kentucky public 
universities, Morehead is the only 
one that has seen significant de-
creases in the number of ·students 
from other states. 
At other state universities -
which also charge much higher 
tuition for no11-residents - the 
number of out-of-state students has 
held steady or even increased. 
Morehead also is 011e of the 
universities with the lowest num-
bers of out-of-state studellts: Only 
I enroUipJrit re~jri_ed;steady;,:;. . . . .. 
: . -Ati?!lt,S(!;_!?!'rCE;nt,~f,M9i'~lid students now come 
· from (fie ~~1,ll\d>l)g region, :and that also influenced 
the decisio11 _t6-'offer'out-of-state tuition discounts, he 
said.' . - . 
, ---"We have ID' ensure there's kind· of a diversity on 
l this campus,"· Eaglin said. 'When you look at people, 
from the mountains, they're nipre alike than different." 
,:•,Eaglin said Moreliead·is affected more severely by 
•i~creases in out-of-state tuition because it historically 
has,recruited from western West Virginia and south• 
em Ohio; ·regions that'have'lleeh hit hard economical-
ly.' 
Ohio's decision to expand Shawnee State Universi-
ty iri Portsmouih to I a four-year school also affected Morehead's recruiting efforts, he said. ·. · 
Morehead's admissions office, which has already 
begun mailing brochures about the program to high ' 
school counselors, will continue to target stude11ts in 
Wesf.,Virginia, Indiana and Ohio, Eaglin said. 
"We're not going national. with this," he said. 
"We're not talking about filling up the campus with 
them." 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, March 4, 1995 
woman who got the virus 
through a blood transfusion. 
"As soon as I found a hetero-
sexual female, they let us in 




By GREG COLLARD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Michael Bal-
lard doesn't beat around• ·the 
bush when he talks about the 
importance of. AIDS education 
and prevention, :J'eil?. _., 
"I think AIDS/HIV -educa-
tionishould begin at the .latest 
by middle -school.,_If.:you,:wait 
to provide that educ;ation,until 
college, it's too late," said Bal' 
lard, an,.ass!stant-•professbr of 
health, physical,edli.catlo~•iand 
recreation ·at·'Miirehead"State 
University:· •am'; n -~n.s '!;,N 
Many MSU stuilents7are\m-
dou bte dly ·ignorant about 
AIDS_ because .~it{l1Y,,i,f e.~!,.tl1eli 
are mvulnera.ij,!),.,~.lQJlll., as 
they're not homoseiillal;-'~ljoo~· 
ing,•_up,drngs, oi:Montf !have·, a 
bloo_d. transfusi~!i,\i/;;•Ball,ird 
said~"' ·r:-~ !-~~:{);\~~ '-i:.-_r<1~-:~:~\1",t;~tf~f.:.·.~-~ :l 
•Lisa'~·ni1'e's;i'-.!l;;;ii'~'s~4nctr 
healtlilmstriictor ht-tfl(e'•Fostei: : 
Meade .'Nocational'fSciiboio in 
Lewis ·Coutityfoigj_;eed,¥tliaf-
AIDS:l.e d. u ca tionn ,should"' be 
taught at ari,early ageh!?i!duq i 
'.'A'.C:tot<; of U sexftiif,.1actlvi fy 
star1s ''in"'mifiille<l·si:li'o'cii:U!~We 
have"' frls"in"tlie eig1itli:'i:rnde whor:Je··1''regnan?i,_1_.SliEf'' ~ai·- i 
Liles Sas "on{ij.'ot"a?t&tu 5~ 
people who atte'n~~g:~iirfimari 
Frida:;, at,M§.l! tlia,_f'.Jg_qus~d· o~ 
innovative ways to ;teacq;,.stu, 
dents -:-;- from ~idl!).~ .s.chqo\: tci 
college - about Ams·: and 
HIV, the virt\s: thatt~@.s~fflie 
disease. :1a' n-0i2~-i~-.1 
The· seminar, "Classroom 
Strategies;" ·was'pan1·1if HIV/ 
AIDS Update 1995; -a, confer-
ence that attracted'·about'1 350 
physicians, nurses,"'coiinselors, 
teachers and collegel·students 
to MSU Thursday iuid)ricfa'y. 
' . --~.J (' ._,,h .. -
AIDS -bingo was- a"hit'·•with 
many in attendance. The audi-
ence marked·• but'' spaces'" on 
their bingo . cards that' had an-
swers to questions aboui':_till)S 
called otit'·.oy··t1re:-:,·racilitator, 
Holly. Coiu16i:, an''AiDifijreven-
tion consultant for the Ken-
tucky Department of Educa-
tion. · _, c .. 
Free condoms were given to 
the four bingo winners, al-
though that prize was not en-
dorsed for public schools. 
In another game, "To Tell 
The Truth," four people were 
placed in front of the audience 
and given false identities, 
backgrounds and social habits 
that represented a cross-
section of American life. 
The audience then asked 
each person several questions, 
answered only by a "yes" or 
"no," to determine which one 
was infected with the HIV 
virus. 
"I've used a lot of these 
(games) and it can make a dif-
ference between a seminar 
having energy or not. I've sat 
through lectures that were so 
technical they went over my 
head," said Cathy Harp, an ed-
ucator with AIDS Southern 
Kentucky at Bowling Green. 
But Harp said that public 
schools can sometimes be the 
biggest obstacle in teaching 
youngsters how to prevent get-
ting infected with HIV. 
She said it was just l.½ years 
ago that a Western 'Kentucky 
high school, which she didn't 
name, would not let' her bring 
an IBV-infected man to school 
because he was ·homosexual. 
However, school officials let 
her bring an HIV-infected 
Harp said, . ' 
Women make up the fastest-
growing AIDS population in 
the United States, according to 
the World Health Organiza-
tion. It estimates AIDS . will 
kill 4 to 5 million women 
worldwide in the next five 
years and that 14 million. more 
will be infected with HIV by 
the year 2000. 
Women also are· 20 percent 
more likely to contract HIV be-
cause a vagina has a larger 
opening than a penis and is 
"designed to absorb," said Don 
Newman, an HIV-STD preven-
tion educator· for the Northern 
Kentucky Independent District 
Health Department. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, March 3, :!,995 
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All trustees are offered 
role in U of L search 
Abramson apparently is not a fi. 
nalist. 
Fischer said he is concerned that 
the trustees' dispute and the stro!lg 
support for the mayor from many 
community leaders might lead some 
candidates to believe they won't get 
a fair hearing. By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
In an attempt to heal a rift on the 
University of Louisville board of 
trustees, Chairman Harry Jones has 
invited all nine members not on the 
committee searching for a new 
president to join it Saturday when 
the finalists are discussed and 
named publicly. 
It was unclear yesterday .whether 
the offer would meet the conditions 
of a letter from trustees not on the 
committee, criticizing the search 
process. . 
"There are a lot of excellent peo-
ple on the (search) committee," said 
J. Chester Porter, a trustee who 
criticized the search. "I simply be-
lieve the other trustees should be 
advised on a regular basis of who 
the fii1alists are." 
Porter said he ·could not comment 
further .. 
The• letter ·criticizing the search 
gives .Jones. and .. committee. Chair-
man George Fischer uiliil 11 a.in. to-
day tr(iespond.-'.·. ' ·: .. 
Jones·was· out' of town and not 
available for comment yesterday. 
Buf. FISche~ said·that \J'ones''ietter to · 
trustees·,whi> aren'ffomtliersearch 
comqtitt~ is,inte!lded-J:Qi "eliminate 
any,-,',<!Iµl!Sh_,.jobg i!l!l!lllfiW!i,~!!!~t--. the, 
process as: een OP,en." . . •.. • 
I All'titiSt'eeS \Vefe ; ··vei.itc{~i~S of 
piariFfor: 'tlie~,~~arcfi tiio'n~ ago, 
Fischer:saia;,and'tlie'plaiis saf "the 
charge !is: to selectqthe'1most,quali-
fied,candidate and:present•that'can-
didat~ IC? ,\he,ftJll .. bollJ.1!.:a· ;,21 , 
Eleven of the. 20. trustees. are on 
the 13-person search coimiilttee. 
· FIScher said that he did not know· 
if additional trustees who -chose to 
serve' i ori '' the '"seaicli ·.' co'mmittee 
would be voting members. Jones' 
letter inviting-· them.• to, participate 
did not spell· out terms. 
Fischer said . he. believes the 
search has. been conducted effec-
tively, and he said the confidential-
ity promised to candidates has been 
maintained. 
Late last month, 10 of. the candi-
dates came to Louisville for inter-
views with the search committee, 
Fischer said. Each spoke and an-
swereif questions· for 11~ -hours and 
each asked questions of the com• 
mittee. Committee members· !'hen 
used forms to evaluate the appli-
cants' oral presentations, education, 
experience and personalities, and 
then voted on them. 
FIScher said he is confident the 
committee has four excellent final-
ists, all of whom have agreed to 
come to Louisville for 2½ days, 
each, between next Sunday and 
March 24. 
The board of the U of L Alumni 
Association endorsed the process 
after a meeting 'Friday at which 
Fischer and trustee and search-
committee member Olga Peers de-
scribed the search. 
. "We feel that the search is pro-
gressing in the best interests of the 
university and feel comfortable with 
everythi!lg that has happened so 
far," Alumni Association President 
Dan Ash said in a statement. 
Fischer said that some of the can• 
didates were aware of Louisville 
Mayor Jerry Abramson's publicly 
announced interest in the job and 
hadn't been deterred by it. But he 
didn't know if the finalists knew 
"We have four great candidates 
coming in on a very positive basis," 
Fischer said. "We want all of them 
to be looked at. 
Abramson, fhrough a spokes• 
woman, declined to comment on the 
search yesterday, saying that any 
information had to come from the 
search committee. 
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Gingrich tapes-r:PU$.~iniwh, 
donates· -$2,000':_;to::·'statlbn · 
ic. _ · : it:.. - . 
ASSOCIATED PRESS find a way to keep public broad-
W ALESKA, Ga. - House . casting without draining the tax, 
Speaker Newt Gingrich videotaped payer." 
a fund-raising pitch for public tele- The biggest waste.of money in 
vision yesterday and challenged public television, he said; involves 
viewers to match the $2,000 annual overlapping,, signals. Ne":, York 
donation he's. pledged for the next City,, for example, .. is served. · by 
five years: ~ , .. ,. l" . ·-... > sev,~ ._s!a,tiql//j; ·1m·••l ·•-~• .. 
"As we.; move to balance the Gingri<:J:t;§Bld,pµbli~tel~vision 
federal budget,- public · television and National Public Radio would 
needs your help," Gingrich said in survi_V!!;,CU,ts
0
.dn,~f~~-''~ding. 
a spot being· aired on Atlanta's NPR is worthwhile even.though, he. 
WPBA-TV la,_st night. He i:ecorde_d -said, it. pr~~is'_~aiL up~-ll)id~le-
the message_ after O teaclri!]g his. class-view. of- the ,world.-, •. "~:-, 
regular;·SaturdaY-riiontlrii class."at:: .. ,_·;~ .. ,~~~-rF\:·.\rd:1~1-;-~•f;:~{1,,.~:-..;_-:_:~:74'.!f.-:\'..:,; 
Re'rifuirdt Coll _, · · · ,.. "' · '·.,,·:··•,i•.:-"'u,•. n ay,1mgh!;;i"Pi'esident 1 
c;1;,·gn, · ~h. k. ~tt.- ~. 1,,iifid 'p&h1.i~.'-· ':;J11rlto~--.:~fii'itd't~1•:ifa:~'if'ih~·· 
· ,,:;, · . ,!, ·:' ·. · · \. ·;.,,""'itiF'Hoiise'·lto"'miiii&:ih1r'i25th'• televis1on.,should,.not .depend .• on.-... u ...... ,L , .. , ...... --~•-· ·-· .. 
federal fi:1?111cing, .w~ch mate~ u])· .-~v.e1;~r.tof/i;i.tion'.':lJ'.\iRµ~:~-
about 14 percent of its-budget: He• ,d10.,,._.'°':-'-.~~-•J .• .,,.,.(-.c::, • .;,c•,.'.,·•·: 
and, other qo~ l~wmakers ha.ve ,,, "I ki,o»: it's fashionable today. 
proposed elumnating . all federal to.:conderiui.everything_public but 
~ds for the. Corporation for Pub- , it seems to :me-that public ·radio'has. 
he Broadcasting. . ;"',,,.__:,,· been;,a goodi,deal for·s·Aml?rlca,~ 
. La~akers so far have resisted Clinton told the crowd. ·"You get it 
do~g this thr?ugh ~997. but they all· for 29 cents a citizen•a year." 
are mterested m cutting off federal , ··-;; . , .·-,-~·. 
dollars in 1998. · Gmgnch s turn as a· pitchman 
In his TV spot, Gingrich cha!- :cai'.i~ after he offered ~tc(((own hall 
Jenged the station's viewers to m~ting last month_ to !:\old a fu!1d-
follow his example in donating to raiser for the Pubhc B~~dcasting 
public television. , Service. :,c 
"If everyone writing letters to ·. . _WPBA's, chief operating .offi~r. 
Congress about public TV matched Jipi-Kitchell, took. him at,.his word 
me, they'd have the money they and .~sked · him;to participate this 
need," he said later. ''I tliink ·we ca.fr weekend. .. /;·. ·: _c', ·· 0.-, -





Training Resource Center 
has been awarded a $200,000 
federal grant to help 
modernize the way training 
and information is 
imparted to juvenile justice 
staff. 
The grant from the U.S. 
Department of Justice, 
Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency 
Prevention, will allow the 
center and the university's 
division of media resources 
to develop five satellite· ' 
teleconferences,:10 audio 
conferences and an in-service 
training program. · 
The first satellite 
teleconference is scheduled 
for June, when six panelists 
will gather at the television 
production facilities in EKU's 
Perkins Building. The 
two-hour program will allow 
interaction between viewers 
and the panelists and will be 




THE couRJER-JOURNAL ~ ;oNDAY, ~A~~H~: 199~·.· _ ,~ : .. ·<' .,_;;
1
, .. ,)ii . .', •m ."!·!;; ... ~--•!. L.,. illil' ~~--:;, .~,; ; . :; 
enco' ·rp.:, ·,•S·_'.'., i.AU, ;, Gc:,;~·:c ,1 'QB,: ·P.· ,; 1, ,/J~i.:·o·~,,~r · . - : U ·1 .:l·,,!.f, ~ -- ,LI: ~ ~t· -~ ~J?T. ~ . ' -· ' :..:: ·\·>· _;~:. . ~,-r l_ ·~ _ 1• ._:_/~·;:~:·~-~.-- •• :~. :L _ _ ·i .. I. ~~::_:___'_.: ·: ,-:- ~: -::~ , 
' '. ,'l~'i 1r,.-;,r,;p,O!, t-'•iw, : 1 · Danielle'Elleiy/ who iiijroJect co~•: 'l ""It'sju'st hiird'.tojilstify iiic' reasirig 
By JOSEPH GERTH In Eastem .. ~:~e.11tµ~ltyi ,!h,ey, re, ordinator foiiN!encies/Coininimi!ie~f , the; budg~t · 115, much as P.res_ident 
Staff Writer helpinj: elementBrY,, ~-~ool, ;stu~~!)ts. Mell:lng . 'Effii~v~lf. (.:lh,e; ,~IJisv\1\¢~ , Clii1ton-wants-when every,~ne e}se is 
by assigning them mentors;,tutonng agency dealing~yn.~ trµancy __ ':1,lld be!ng asked t~ cut back, MatSB?o,. 
DANVILLE, Ky. - When Steve them and helping', solve problems at lviole.· nee. 1n·:,1h. e ...".,cl~u.s.se, 11 .. : and, New-'· srud. · . 
Messer's parents learned that Presi- home that could hinder their school ,, -
dent Clinton's Corporation for Na- work. . '. . . , ,, . ; jbpfe1:i1!,~i!"!1~~tlit:m~o~~J:d· Toutl"'gcresults 
tional Service was looking for a vol- Americorps volunteers ,in ,Simpl 1 • · ' ~ ~' ... _ -,·"'· . • ; · .. The'.- Frankfort-based ~Homeless 
imteer in Boyle County, they en- son County are.,teaching, s~oitd,, 11~ llla)ce hjr pro~,'...york wtlliout·· and'J.l8usii\g}t:'olilitiini,(Wlilci\.':has 
couraged him to put off going to graders to read,._while.voluntee. rs. in, ,t e stiPen _s .. _'l,, ~ >t .. .--··. 33 A'ffierlcorp·'1''meni6ers' scattered 
. "There IS a big:t,,difference,,be-; · "d' • th"" t"t'" h'as' ,;.!vi'•1·e· d law-graduate school so he could spend a at least l7 counties are working on , , . ,,,. , 1 • ., f·' aroun e s a e,, "' year helping others. programs to help th.e homeless. , 'twe~n volunteenng .. 4a __ coup_e .• o malierii'to''.iisit''Americoips agencies 
Messer signed up and has spent Some GOP leaders have. argued 'jhours a week. and. taking a\~ho\e•· durinfii\f,Wi;ll!<~~ess;)aid_ 1:od~ 
the last six months working with that Americorps, in which volim- ·yea~ of your life 10 volunteer, .• ~he-, Rogers the'coliliticin's execullve di-
middle and high school students. teers are paid a monthly stipend lsai,d/ · · .. : ·X.' · : : rector '!l,r, ,•·nH:.t:•"· .,,-.,>t, ". 
Now, however, he's concerned and receive an education vouche~ 
1 
. Many volunteers. say /tl1f•~.duca- • «wJ fliink'~f'tliey 'see\vhat we're 
that a program he believes has en- after their service - is actually a ltion}vouc~e.r he!pl:!!,attt;act,~entt0 , doing'i\efe'Cffiey'll 1realize' that the 
riched his life and helped others as "jobs corps" .program that has pro- \the ~e11corps P!'!'~· '•· :~ . ~ benefits th~t'comer'out'of'this pro-
well will fall victim to politics and duced few benefits.• · "• , Hansel! SIJ1d✓s~e Jop,es worlqng lgriim are much 'jiteatei'"than 'the 
budget cuts. House Speaker Newt Gingrich :for _Amen!=QrpS will givel,her the ex\ Jcost," he 'said: · 
Saying its cost is too high, con- called it "coerced volunteerlsm," 'l!ene!lce, she ... need~.to ... find,a:full-• ' And--·those/famlliar with Ameri-
gressional Republicans have pro- and Sen. Charles Grassier; R-lowa, ,time Job w,~rkj~g.~th th~.h,?mele.ss ,: tps ,say tlie benefits are readily 
posed slashing the program's pro- told the Washington.Post m January, 'after her stmt ts up. It gave Messer co· -' 1 ,, 
posed $700 million budget next year that the program "turns upside a year to figure ?Ut e'!act(Y what he _apthee~Morehead State University 
by one-third, keeping it at roughly down the concept of volunteerism . •wants 10 dq >'Y!IIJ.-;lµs J~fe ,before rogram that sends Americorps 
its current $500 million. b . 1 1 d . heading off to graduate school., P k . . . ht E I Ken . . . y paymg peop e • o o govern- h · . · · • 1 1 w,or ers mto · e1g as em -"It's really unfortunate that it's ment-defined 'volunteer' tasks." But olb~rs• SB)' ~ ey,JUS! wan. 0 tucky school districts to help stu-
become so politicized," Messer said. Nancy Thames, who heads an help peopl~·:11 ·: · .!·: 'I!·"· 1 · dents. at risk of failing is a prime 
"This is a program that is really Americorps program at Eastern , One of,.th!)s.e 15,.E~:Smi_th, .a•24-. example, said- project coordinator 
helping people." Kentucky University, said folks in iyear-?.ld P~'!l1sylyB1Uan W1th ·.a :de- Steve,Swiril. . . ,. 
About 200 volunteers in the pro- Washington need to understand gr~e,m phys\cs.,:wbo volunt~ered 10 In the six months MSUCorps has 
gram - known as Americorps - that stipends allow the participation bulld houses m Vance!>µrg ,for, a been· in action ·Swim said, 78 per-
are scattered throughout the state of people who othe~e wouldn't year. He, had come 1.0 ~tern Ken- cent of.the'.students have. improved 
performing tasks that .otherwise have the chance to take part. tuck¥, the past !eY( S!'IJlmers.!f? help their grades ana many. parents have 
might not be done. . "This provides an opportunity for ,reprur_, an4 '~1:1µ~ '_h?mes., for. ,poor taken .. more interest in, their chil-
ln Louisville, they're in predorm- I f II alks f l'f t I people. For. him, JOmmg Amencorps d ,· · 1earrun·. g"• . ': peop e O a W O I e O VO un- :was die )ocncal' nex(step' :; ,,, , ren ~,-. ., , • . 
nantly African-American neighbor- teer," she said. "I think their defini- . 
1 




•,,! ·d·,~- · Thames said the program at East-
hoods teaching people how to com- 1, r I t · b , ts successes nol\\1, !!5. ~n .. 1.ng,: •' · " " u • ·ty which 10n o vo un eensm can e very Americorps faces a battle' on.Capitol :. e!11 i:)l'.enl1,!cky 1 , mverst , d C 
bat violence and truancy. elitist." \Hill '.R' .. H' '"Id ,,;Hal"' R' ... , ;,R .. , . goes. mto-20 southeastern,an en-
, ep aro agers,' • ' ·' 'ir" 'ky .ch.. I di trict d 
Not getting rich '.5th 
0Dlstrict 'was'\Jiui1of oruy'26'Re-" ,trlil,;~,llntu£ s, ~o . / rni:·ai 
Wendy Hansen, a Chicago native publicilns i6°votefof"thtprograrii in ' 't~.ach~'~' ~d~cators h ~w i:!c:11 t pu r; 
who works at a ·homeless shelter in 1993.~And alili9µgh[Ro'g,);.s'$.!i!Miµp-.i he,- ~~fYI~et tlo wh a • s I enl \e Hazard, said her take-home pay is , ports'riiany·' 't)ilii..., it' is]ti'ying 't<J"'1ic:" l~ng m c ass, as mvo dve mo d 
· "1• h h ..... &>b. bl. ·will· b --,o·1n" · · than ·5 000 students an serve just over $500 a month. "After you comp ts , e pro a Y ac,_· e · · "ih 11 000 0 le pay rent, your utility and light bills, Republican effort tci' ciit the budget, more an • pe P · 
and gas for driving back and forth said his spokesman, Frank Maisano. 
to work, there's not much left," she 
said. 
: MO,(vatl~sj°~Q~~i.:P, ;•~~ .. : , . 
i iruadditidlllo'ttdaclibl'iiQOUt:jlub, r 
lie service, Thames said the,Student 
Service Consortium also will help 
fulfill a requirement , of the Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act - that 
' students complete a community-
service progi:am. 
That's the prograni that Messer 
runs in B(iyle County. Students 
there are working on a video pro-
moting the United Way that will be 
shown in local schools., Others vol-
unteer at the .. Humane:Society, the 
Salvation Army and a nursing 
home. -· .,' ... , , 
"It's done .a lot of, good,". said 
Messer, who is concerned that pro-
grams championed by liberal politi-
cians - such as Americorps and the 
Public Broadcasting System - will 
bear the brunt of an angry conser-
vative Congress. 
"Us and PBS," he said. "I dotl't 
see how they can be knocking us 




President Clinton initiated, is 
a federally funded service 
organization that provides 




throughout the country. 
The Corporation for 
National Service overseas 
Americorps and Volunteers 
in Service to America, or 
VISTA, a War on Poverty-era 
program. 
There are about 350 
Americorps programs 
nationally and more ,than 
20,000 Americorps members. 
Americorps members are 
hired locally - often by the 
agencies where they will 
work - and tackle problems 
In· such areas as education, 
the environment and public 
safety. 
Full-time Americorps 
members sign up for one-
year terms; they are paid 
about $600 a month and 
receive free health care and 
child care. When they 
complete their duty, they get 
a $4,725 educational voucher 
that can be used to pay for 
college or vocational training. 
They can re-enlist for a 
second year. 
Local agencies to which 
Americorps members are 
assigned pay 15 percent of 
their salaries and health-care 
and child-care benefits, with 
the federal government 
picking up the rest. 
. ' 
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DUCATION 
The Herald-Leader 
.asked the candidates 
-;;'for governor these 
·-questions about 
education. Here are 
What would you do 
to help.Kentuckians their answers. 
--------t·affo!~:.college? 
Republiqans• Bob. Gabl':'·/J(!d 
Tommy Klein did .f10t respond. 
. . - . . . 
Gatewood 
Gaiifriilth . 
- ., 1:. 
, . , . It Is becoming harder and 
·, . ·. • ;::, ; <:< ,:~ . .:a;-, harder for:Kentuckians to 
~wi'.\".•.,':-t?&(::C;,_t.,:;- afford college, but we must 
,: · · · .,,, .•• • ·· · not lose-sight of our immedl-
[' ate goal. That goal· Is to give 
f Kentuckians a solid funda-
Steve 
Maynard 
:, mental background In "the· 
~; three 'R's" (reading, writing 
i .and. arithmetic). I feel conf, 
I:' dent that. If we properly edu-
{' · cate Kentuckians in grammar 
\: and high schools they will go 
:;; on to find a way to afford col-
:; )ege. We must build ·conf, 
:?- dence. early, and prepare 
;: them for college. Also, the 
· · federal government is looking 
-into the community servir.e 
progr.a.rn after college to 
repay;part or all of the loans . . _,_::: 
'' 
''. 
l _;,?<;.{~'t; ,i•K .. :: _';.:~:t. :~U_,-;~-~. . .. :.-·. _. (~f_ ·,c.~ .. ,-, ,~;):';1 
~- ~r~(r.!f~;j~.~~·-h~ ;_~;;/7:,;''ff~:-~.,,M: · One of the~m9st"JmP9~nt 
~_:l -~J~\.;>1~':'.'~fJ1;yjr!?;41i:/:":::;~ things .that tti8~stat8!Cafl tiO•J -
~! ·::1_ ..,{., ~ ••r ·-,th ')o~ n:jl,.,.-. ••- _, , _ • 1 ,. -., • ,-,-,• r,i_,··, / 1 
! .. ,
1, ~~r'~!:\"~,~-~•;·.:. eft' 1~~;·~: t:. J~{,k~P;~ol!e_g~;~~<J-~S~bl~)~'t 
ofT,l ;: ~!9f9fi~IQU~.'~~t~.ffif!!~.~P,t1i •. 
~ t<?;a,_strong;co,romq.nlty ~o~.'. ;~ 
~1 tl~gif systerri.)We.:~~mrn~nJty·i 
:> 19.'1)lege.s,are·;i1;£9~te!!ep~!~!'j• J ,way·of allowing•students0to,.;! · 
;E lo~t~lnthelrJ(l\t;t,\:io.'ti~i~)i/fJ 
c!· ,coll~ge·9\<>seJ:\t/i]9~,El(~t/,li'l. 
~ lower:cost.:jlut;in:tlie long7')".~ -
~- :,run, 'state gqVjtrflJ'ei'i(~ ca.~~.t; . 
•;: :do it ·an:we·must'attractJobs. 
,~ ,that pay mor1i'tfian•rolnimuriil 
SC: -~~~- ~i wage so iiiat'o~f:il,e'oii!e wUI_•; 
... , _... ,.:.t:, -. ~-,0 ;~r:- ~.t·H~ . h_ave sufflcie~J.r.COJ1!~ t9~P~°: :,'.: John~-,~c;J(:.l':::,:;;t;i:i;;, .' v1de for their rairi_lJY:s needs,, 
. ·.~-r~ .,- j 
: .. •, 
,~- :_ ... •;.;- _;:~·:•.:-~,.= .. ,- .. ,-
Larry-·Forgy . .._ -
, 
fVlo,rc.'1 72 11'1~ 
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Morehead to IoWer"ttlition ... for ··some 
. . . . ·:· ., :,•-~ . ,-,-·/J -
student.s .. 
Associated Press 
MOREHEAD, Kf., :., Morehead 
State University will . give academi- , 
cally promising out-of-state students I 
a tuition discount in an attempt to 
reverse a decline in the number of 
non-resident students, -. , , 
The board of regents recently ap-
proved the plan proposed by univer-
sity President _Roriald Eaglin. He ; 
said he thinks the biggest factor be- . 
hind._the five-year decline has been . 
the increase iii. non-resident tuition. 
The plan·allows for discounts of 
up to $2,000. on out-of-state tu-
ition; the precise amount ls deter-
mined by a student's high school 
grades and ACT score. -- .. -- . . I 
''This little bit of money. mi!lht 
sway a person's mind into conung · 
here," Eaglin said . · · . , 
Kentucky residents pay $1,900 a 
year for undergraduate tuition at 
Morehead and other regional uni- ·, 
versities, but non-residents pay 
$5,060 - more than 2¼ times as 1 
much.· i 
Graduate-school tuition at More-
head is $2,060 a year for residents , 
and $5,540 for- non-residents. · . , 
. Despite the rising non-resident 
tuition at Kentucky's public univer-
sities; Morehead is, the only one that 
has bad a significant decrease in the 
number of out-of-state students. 
"We have to ensure there;s kinci' · Morehesd's admissions of!ice, I 
of a diversity on this campus.',', Eag, which has . .already begun mailing 
lin said . c· ,, ! ., .;c."o<•,J•"•C' .,.,-._1;brocbures .about the discount to 
At other state universities in:Ken- ,high schooI:colinselors, will aim at. I 
tucky, which also _charge,. much .. ,students in West Vuginia, Indians · 
higher tuition for non-residents,.the and Ohio,'.Eaglin said. ;.,, ,. . . ... ,/ 
number of out-of-state students has• : · 1'We're .not going national with 
remained steady or even increased "this," .he 'said. ... ','We're not. talking 
Only Eastern Kentucky.University,. ,about'filling :µp ,the. campus "1tJi , 
d U . rsi f Loulsvill bad th ....... -•- •.. , - . . . an the mve ty o e. ., em. . : · • ,,. . ., ·--.. .. . . ., 
a smaller percentage otoirt-of,state ,, Eaglin said he considers the 1111111-· 
students than. Morehead. in, the falL· ber of out-of~state students "danger•·, 
of 1993. , ,~, c ~-:str'; t, ->~10·.,_,J',tllusly low.'.'_lbe ~. wlifch., 
UofL's numbers,,however,,,are- now has_959 out-of-state students, 
probably misleading because of an, ,would'Jjke. to .. hilve 1,200, he said.· · 
agreement that lets students; ·in .. , That ;would be.14 percent of the stu- · 
nearby lnclianll counties pay in-state .dent b¢y .lf.,enrollment remained 
tuition. · · . steady. ·----", ·.- · · ... · · ' · · :--·• 
THE COURIER.JOUflNAL:•'REGION'.• 'TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1995 · 
Kentucg W!!s,~yan tuition to rise . · 
. . -, .-.--.!'T' -t·•~··· ·-. . 
· OWENSBl:>RO,:Ky. ~ Kentucky Wesleyan College wiU raise 
tuition 8.5 percent for. the 1995-96 school year and says it will 
use the added mo1_1ey to make campus improvements, including 
an upgrade of the computer network. . · ·. ·;,, ; . · . 
The college's board of trustees approved the increase during 
its spring meeting Friday. Tuition, room and board costs for · 
residential studen~ will be $13,400,. up from $12,350. 
The 740-studept college plans to add its· own Internet connec-
1 tion and access to the computer network.- There also .are plans 
to add personal computers in the libnuy that will allow access 
to the Internet and to wire classrooms and dormitoiy rooms for 
cable television; · : ;; '"" .. -
, LExtNGTON HERALD-LEADER, LExtNGTON, ·KY, ■ TUESDAY,MARCH},: 1995.' 
All U of L trustees asked to ai~>pjisident search · 
, ~SOCIATEO ~RESS ~pen." Jones ;as OUt O; to\Vri ~~•: :,, _:--~~: ~; m~rith:. 10 . Of the 
LOUISVILLE - Nine members ,could not be reached for comment. \:an di dates came · to Louisville for 
of the University of Louisville It is not dear whether the ':interviews with the search commit-
Board of Trustees who are not on a invitation will• meet the conditions· · ;tee,· Fischer said. Committee mem-
committee looking for a new presi- of the letter fro!Tl trustees not on '· bers voted on them. · 
dent have been asked to join the the committee. · 'Fischer said he is confident the 
committee when it meets to discuss "There are a lot of excellent .. committee has four excelient final: _ 
and name finalists Saturday. people on the (search) committee,".'. ists, all of whom have. agreed to 1 
Chairman Harry Jones invited said J. Chester Porter, a trustee who come to Louisville for 2 ½ days , 
the nine to .try to heal a rift on the criticized the search. "I simply _ each, between Sunday and March 
board. A letter from trustees not on believe the other trustees should be · -24. · . : 
the committee criticized the search advised ?n a regular basis of who : Jhe board of the U of L Alumni i 
process. the finahsts are." : .. Association endorsed the process . 
Committee Chairinan George Porter would not comment fur. ·· after a meeting Friday at which · 
Fischer said. Jones'' letter was in- ther. . · · . , . Fischer and trustee and search-
tended to "eliminate any confusion Eleven of the 20 trustees are.on committee member Olga Peers de-
about whet_her the process.has been .,the 13-member search cmru.nitt~ __ ::. scribed the search. · 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, March 6, 1995 ·, 
A:~5t?0.~ftfttttfKt?t;t~ttt!5Yttt:t:JN.f;OOBJ\flEY/UI*fM%tliti1l%4£FtAt½WS#f:if 
.Words -:of-'.- .,:.rfis·e :::;,~ . ·,: ' .. _. .,. '. ... p .: . .,,:c .. ,.=·- ····--n, .. - _. 
Student hopes· to'"· "edal.for·:a::'~~iise·, - ~ -~- - . . -... '-: l? -·••.·.;---::---.-.:;:~J';:Cr,-·..:.i•'-:7~ -·--;,i-irvf~,;,:; :-t~:~~ 
If Morehe~q State Univer- .,~for- -the-'•Cross-country ride · 
sit)'. seni~r Paul Ca~trell '~anfrell;i2_2; ·said _lie·had ~ot I 
achieves his goal, he will be -ridden a bicycle smce gettmg 
spending this summer riding · .'his 'driver's license at ·rn. In 
his bike. And riding, riding ·.:}ad,'· he did_ not 'even .-own a ' 
and riding some more .. ·•;,· ' ., .':bike. He .now owns a. new I 
Cantrell, an electronics ·nave Scott:';Signature ·bike· 
and robotics. erigineer'ing . .':'.M.i:1-.h_asJ!_~,eg}~.V,SY •. ~ett!Jig in: 
major from Gallipolis, Ohio, :i slia1:1e (or ffi~ ~d_E)_,."7e don't 
is one of 50 U.S. c,gµ~ge ~Q. ;;;P-_vy }?ful-.:~~ that __ i,nanr.· 
university students who -miles 1:11-tlte h~~f.of.the sum01, · 
have volunteered• to ;_spend.. 171er,J.v,ill r~qurrg,_!:remendou,s. 
· their summer· vacation· -physical sfrfngfh_ and stami-. 
pedalling for a cause. Begin- .. n~. <;:~tr,ell_ !!JOUpiern route , 
ning in California on June· -~ilI.,Jake,_y)}lJ,ll· ·acr~,~-s. }~, 
12, Cantrell and the other- . states: .... : •:1. ·.::-'.:- '" . .. • 
bikers plari _- to pedal · sonie ·. , : ;·· Cantrell also needs t? ~aise 
3 500 miles •ending the• .. ~t _least ~4,000 to participate 
• • . _ir m the ride .. so far he has 
cross-country tr_ek in 'raised less than half that 
Charlest~n. S.~ .• on Aug. 12. amount, but he continues to 
The bike ridt:rs are al~ seek donors, large and sinall. · 
me~bers of the Pi_ KaJ?pa Pl:11 : , A ,tax aedUctible donation 
nati?~al ~raternity :' Th~ir ' to Push· America can be sent 
ambitious Journey will _raise ·to c;antrel); a.t soo· Criqueside 
money for PUSH_ An;erica, a Drive, No. 79, Morehead, Ky. 
non-profit organ1Zat10n that 40351-1384.--•": •.,,· 
serves people with , ha~di- · The cause is a worthy one, 
caps. Last summer s ride and anyone willing to pedal a 
raised $400,000. . bicycle ·s,500 miles merits the 
At the time he volunteered support of his community. 
/V[o...rc..lt.. ~ "f-'1. 111::. MSU ARCH 
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UK drops church bulletin 
discount for· ~aseball _games 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT 
The University of Kentucky 
yesterday decided to drop a sports 
promotion that offered churchgoers 
a discount price on baseball tickets 
after concerns were raised that the 
practice might be discriminatory. 
The "Church Bulletin Days" 
would have allowed anyone who 
brought a Sunday church bulletin 
to attend a Sunday afternoon UK 
baseball game for $1. But UK's 
legal office told the athletics de-
partment yesterday that the promo-
tion could be discriminatory, said 
Alyssa Middleton, the assistant di-
UK had not received any 
complaints about the church 
bulletin promotion, said 
Alyssa Middleton, assistant 
director of marketing, 
promotions and licensing for 
UK's· athletics department. 
But in 1993, the Lexington 
Human Rights Commission 
ruled that a Columbia Steak 
House had discriminated 
when it made a similar offer. 
rector of marketing, promotions · • · 
and licensing · for UK's athletics tral Kentucky Jewish · Federation, 
department. ·post puqlic accommodation posters. 
"We will not advertise that. and train employees about cultural 
promotion any more or continue diversity and religious sensitivity. 
it," she said. . 
UK had not received any com- ,. , ' Ellie Goldman, who filed the 
plaints about the church bulletin complaint that led to the 19931 
promotion, Middleton said. . . ruling, said she. had not heard 
1 But in 1993, the Lexington- about the UK baseball tickets pro- , 
Fayette Urban County Human motion. But she described the offer ' 
Rights Commission ruled that a as "inappropriate." I 
Columbia Steak House on Tates 
Creek Road had discriminated ."! think the same principle that , 
when it made a similar offer to its applied to Columbia Steak House 
customers. · would apply," she said. "It's grant-
The restaurant was ordered to in& ~ ~var or benefit based on. 
make a $500' donation to the Cen- religion. · 
lEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, WINGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1995 
EKU ·student accused 
· of l~aving h9memade 
bomb fu. residence·hall \ 
• ' • • :• •• ' ' V ,_ • • • • • • I 
CENTRAL ~CKY B~REAU; 
. RICHMOND ·.:_ An °Eastern . Ke~tucky' Univ:rsity 
student has. been accused in the minor explosion of a 
homemade bomb last week at a residence hall. . .;. . . . ' ), . . •.. . : ' . 
·. . John James Shaughnessy lll, 19, of Creshvood ;.,as 
clfarged with ~t-degree wanton endangermerit 'after i 
the p' eb. 28 bl~st m Keen«; Hall, ~oo~ 319, according to 
a.campus _pohce report. : .-.: : ' '. : :0 : • .;: - . 
. '_No . one . w,:i; "0injirred ~d : ~ge ;as basically 
hm1ted to stamed carpet, •said Ron Harrell Eastern's · 
director of public information. _. · . ' . .· ~· . .. , '-: .. ~ ..... " . , . . . ·• •· ~ . . . . 
· .. ·ShaughneE;lf, a sophomore -majoring in political . 
science, had_ visited the_ room before the explosion, and ' 
when campus police searched his room they found ! 
"possible ingredients'.'. ~f the . bomb, according to the '. 
report - ' : · · " . . - . I 
. ·: The b~m~ cons!sted of a small plastic bottle filled 
with. caustic mgred1ents, police said. '. . . 
_,: -.'Sfiaughn~y · was· released ~om Madi~on County 
Detention Center yesterday on $25,000 bond, a jail 
spokesperson said. · . . 
Two homemade bomlis - made from 2-liter bottles 
filled with liquid - were detonated Jan. 16 at EKU. But 
campus police said they aren't linking Shaughnessy to· 
that case. . · . - . 
THE.COURIER-JOURNAL 0HURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1995 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1995 EKU student Shaughnessy, a sophomore 
charged in blast majoring in political science, ha 
visited the room before the exp! st. Catharine Lebanon-Springfield Regional 
Airport from instructors with the 
adding aviation I Aero-Tech Corp. of Lexington. 
SPRINGFIELD - St. Catharine Students in both programs will 
College will add two programs in earn an associate degree from St. 
aviation to its offerings this fall, Catharine College. Collins said 
President Martha Layne Collins students could finish up their 
announced. One program will work for a bachelor's degree in 
train students to become pilots, aviation scie11ce at Eastern Ken-
and the other will train them to tucky University. 
be airport managers. More information on the pro-
In addition to taking the junior gram is available from·the college 
college's core curriculum, stu- at (606) 336-5082. . 
dents seeking a pilot's license 
will take flight lessons at the 
RICHMOND -An Eastern sion, and when campus police 
Kentucky University student has searched his room they found 
been charged with exploding a "possible ingredients" of the 
small homemade bomb last week bomb, according to the report. 
at a residence hall. Shaughnessy was released 
John James Shaughnessy m, Tuesday from the Madison Coun 
19, of Crestwood, was charged Detention Center on $25,000 ban 
with first-degree wanton endan- . 
• germen! after the Feb. 28 blast in 
Keene Hall, campus police said. 
No one was injured. Damage 
was basically limited to stained 
carpet, said Ron Harrell, Eastern's 
director of public information. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL·• WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1995 
EDITORIALS 
Search and destroy 
T
HE UNIVERSITY of Lou- tlon among business and political 
isville deserves better leaders, and lots of ordinaiy folks, 
th this to the mayor's troubles; by the 
~e se'arch for a new · mayor's re-entry into the search; by 
the needless secrecy surrounding 
U of L president seems headed to- the names of the search commit-
ward an unhappy conclusion. If so, tee's choice of firialists; by the 
it will leave in its wake a scattering standoff between trustees who 
of disaffected supporters of the in- want Mr. Abramson as a possible 
stitution. Whoever is chosen will choice and trustees who don't. 
be compromised, forced to clean Now we have a near-majority of 
up a residue of hurt feelings, pro-Abramson trustees who prom-
wounded pride · .· .. . . . ... . ise to_ put ~ 
and general frus- nre .'T)f;;tj·\\'At ;;74'Y;r;;:.c· · name m play, if 
tration. ,:'f\,We;;deseJ;V~ ar;gi'eat}J\; the search com-
go~tn:~es;~; [!~~1tl1l~t~ lii&ll!l:;ii~llt! · ;1::~c/~~:; 
Louisville as a fJi,iiif~gtt!P,;'.(;O(!Jp~ij11g';j.i; in what they see 
CO~ mun i ty '. tiiotiveslandt'.hladejffc:) as a flawed pro-
:!tn 1 t1J~~ :·~i~~1.~i,tii[1~:l::n~;:tlfll1~llt! :~:: ~~o~~ 
needs, both -intel- let's focus on the 
lectual and developmental. We de- two most important issues: 
serve a great urban institution, not ,,., The search committee must 
a u!llversity ~d in competing produce a nominee who promises 
m~tives and ~dden agendll:i. (A~- . to be a real leader in this exception-
~tt~y,_ locating the latter IS a bit ally important job. If it doesn't, U of 
!ike finding the ban~a plantation L may lose credibility and falter. 
m the permafrost outs1~e Barro~.) · ,,., The extraordinaiy mayor of . 
We have no preconceived notion isvill' • • • 
about who would be best to sue- Lou e, .. and his uruv~rsity Sl!P-
ceed President Donald Swain. we porters, ~ust. be dealt with candid-
hope the trustees will choose from ly ~d fairly m the PC?cess. ~ they 
among a front-rank group of final- ~an _t, his many . admirers will be 
ists, including those who would Justifiably cholenc. . . . 
bring diversity, or a great commit- At the moment, t!1,1S thm~ has 
ment to diversity, with them. the .~dor of a m~eting t~ pick _a 
The process of choosing finalists candidate for d!strlct Judge m 
· has been complicated by the initial som,e s~~y Chicago . 'Yard. All 
resistance of some faculty and that s m1Ssmg from the picture are 
trustees to the notion that Mayor the cigars. · 
Jerry Abramson would be a superb All parties should tone down the 
candidate; by Mayor Abramson's rhetoric, cool down the passions, 
subsequent withdraw! in the face of open up the room to full, informed 
such resistance; by the angry reac- debate, and dignify the proceedings. 
. Vkn: .. ;, j c • .l'7"JS- ,>.i .. IWSU ARCHIVES 
9 / A;J.';;.-<.J-3 4,:.. Cf 
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What purpose 
is served by cutting 
public broadcasting? 
A few weeks ago, our "Newt Speaker 
of the House" unveiled Thomas, a new 
government computer network. The .Newt 
Speaker said Thomas was named for 
Thomas Jefferson, who implored us to 
realize that an informed electorate was 
fundamental to a stable democracy. Then 
the Newt Speaker escalated his campaign 
to· eradicate the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting in his march toward a bal-
anced budget. 
• .M1KE sMJTH1LAs VEG/JS SuN 
One day, in the name of Jefferson, the 
Newt Speaker celebrates a computer sys-
tem that will inform less than 1 percent of· 
the population. Then he attacks public 
broadcasting, which serves the informa-
tional needs of millions. and is available to 
anyone with a television or radio. I-wonder 
which system Jefferson would deem most 
useful and economical? 
The Newt Speaker says public broad-
casting should be privatized and compete 
with cable TV and commercial radio. He 
says the public broadcasting audience 
could get information from cable TV, qnd 
that the size of the audience does not 
justify federal funding of public broadcast-
ing, which is less than one-half of 1 
percent of the total federal budget. 
Commercial broadcasters program 
their stations for profit Public broadcast-
ers base their programming decisions on 
informational value. These two objectives 
are vastly different. Further, more than 40 
percent of Americans, including me, do 
not have access to cable. We rely on public 
broadcasting to help keep us informed. 
'!;he government has an obligation to 
provide a source of information to the 
electorate. The stability of our democracy 
depends on informed citizens. Public 
broadcasting serves that purpose., 
. JOHN-MARK HACK 
CARLISLE 
■ ■ ■ 
It has been brought to my attention 
that many of my fellow Republicans are 
showing great support for the proposal to 
cut federal funding for the Public Broad-
casting System. Their goal is to try to 
begin digging our way out of the hole 
created by our national deficit. But before 
we jump in and wipe out valuable chil-
dren's programming and television's best 
news broadcast, ("MacNeil-Lehrer"), let's 
evaluate this decision. 
About 14 percent of PBS's revenue 
comes from federal funding, a total $250 
million. This sounds like a great sum of 
money, but there is more to be considered. 
Our overall federal budget is about $1.6 
trillion. We're giving $250 million of that 
to PBS, a mere 0.0016% of our federal 
budget. This is not enough to make a 
significant difference in government 
spending and not worth sacrificing some 
of the valuable programs on PBS. Let's 
focus our attention more on welfare reform 
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Promotion didn't 
have a prayer·. 
'The University 9f Kentucky has 
dropped a sports promotion offer-
ing a discount price on b_aseball 
tickets because.the practice might 
be ·cpnsidered discriminatory. 
The "Church Bulletin Days" 
would have allowed anyone with 
a Sunday church bulletin to at-
tend a Sunday afternoon UK 
baseball game for $1. 
But UK's legal office told the 
athletics department Wednesday 
that the promotion could be dis-
criminatory, said Alyssa Middle-
ton, assistant director of market-
ing, promotions and licensing for 
UK's athletics department, 
UK had not received any com-
plaints about the church bulletin 
promotion, Middleton said. 
THE 9OURIER-JOURNAL 
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'UK med school 
gets high·.m.arks 
· For the fifth straigh!'year, the 
University of Kentucky College of 
Medicine has been·ranked'among 
tlie·nation's top 10 primary-care 
medical sch90ls by U.S. News & 
World Report. · • 
· UK was rated in a third-place 
tie with Michigan State Universi-
ty: Top honors went to the Uni-
versity of Washington; the Uni-
versity of California at Davis was 
s_econd. The magazine classes as . 
primary-care medical schools the 
62_ ·schools with the highest pro-
portion of graduates Yiho entered 
primary care - pediatrics, family 
p!Jlclice and general internal 
medicine. 
Uie ranking is also based on 
academic reputation, faculty re-
sources and selectivity in admis-
sions. · 
· UK's overall rating was 85.5 
out, of 100. In the category of 
academic reputation,. UK placed 
lltl). The school had the 10th-
highest percentage of graduates 
entering primary care, 54 percent, 
Results of the survey will ap-
pear in the March 20 issue of the 
magazine, which goes on sale 
Monday. 
I 
ciits-.. iii · -college aid are shQrt-s,igh~ed 
• t"'" ' ·, : 'i ' 
f W ri 11 DI I ti id ii 0 , M \ i P &,i iR Q H 
BY KENNETH W. WINTERS 
I 
f the new Congress has its way, 
doors for opportunity may be 
closing for middle-income 
/\rnericans. Two areas of student 
financial aid may be drastic,illy cut 
or even eliminate9, 
The financing of a college edu-
cation is a sacrifice on the part of 
many students and families in the 
United States. The cost will be-
come even more expensive. But 
regardless of the increased costs, 
Americans believe the expense of a 
college education is a sound invest-
ment for the future. 
The new Congress is consider-
ing a measure that would require 
boirnwers to pay interest on their · 
sl udenl loans while they are still in 
college. Currently, the federal gov-
e111111ent pays the interest on those 
h•ans until students finish their 
cdurntion. Should this measure 
pass, the average undergraduate 
student attending school for four 
years would experience an increase 
;" rh-hl 11f 20 to 25 percent: 
For students wishing to further 
their education by attending gradu-
ate school, the effect would be even 
greater. According to the Atnerican 
Council on Education, if a student 
attends school for four years while 
earning a· bachelor's degree and 
attends graduate school for an ad-
ditional two years to earn a mas-
ter's degree, the student typically 
owes $34,125. 
If the current interest exemp-
tion is eliminated, that student 
would owe an additional $9,167, or 
a total of $43,292. This represents 
an horrific 27 percent increase in 
educational indebtedness. 
The second student financial 
. aid measure under consideration 
for elimination is campus-based 
aid. The elimination of campus-
based aid programs would mean 
millions of middle-income Ameri-
cans could not attend college. 
Last year, the federal govern: 
men! provided about $1 .4 billion in 
campus-based aid. This amount 
went to 697,000 college students 
who received loans through the 
' ····,,"H 
, . · .. ' ·. more than likely lose $3,152,. . . 
, Where would many of our ·. .' I, along with other college and 
congressmen be today had It,., university presidents.across the na-
not been. fQr a_ feder!II studl!!l~ _ tion, think the )Jriiied .Staies cannot 
asslstancef prQgra111 11ielplril '· ,,;_, iafford s'ucli·:a:Jdrpeddibg of federal · 
them to attend college? I fear. ,.,.student finan,c;il\l ~id. Our country's 
that those lri Washington have l~der~ m~t _reahze that student . 
forgotten the struggles they ' :_finl!ncial auj IS _not an e:eP;nse: It IS 
. d. h -,. th I 'ts .,<an mvestment.mAmencas h~lth an per 11ps. e_.r,p,areri .;:and.future. ·,·. , · .-
·. faced. t ' ' ·" . ; , Iri fact; where \\'.Oi.Ild many of 
, , , . , . , , 1 , our- congressmen be today had it 
federal Perkins. I:.oan program, · not been for a federal student as-
713,000 who wer~ employed . 'sistance program helping them to 
through .federal-work-study and _attend the college or university of 
about 991,000 who received grants ;Jheir choice? I _fear that \hose in 
through the federal Supplemental , ' Wa_shington have forgotten· the 
Educational Opportunity Grant struggles ihey and perhaps their 
program. parents faced when preparing to 
It is estimated that the average pay for a college education. 
Supplemental Educational Oppor- ·The Alliance to Save Student 
!unity Grant provides $745, the :' Aid, a group of more than 30 
average work-study provides higher educational associations re- . 
$1,065 and the average Perkins cently commissioned a survey by 
Loan provides $1,34~. Should Con- KRC Research & Consulting Inc., a 
gress eliminate this money, a stu- national polling firm in New York 
dent who received a package of aid City. The survey found that Ameri-
that included the average awards cans overwhelmingly support fed-
from all three programs would era! spending programs that help 
students attend colleg~. 
The survey's respondents, ~ho 
represented all political persua-
sions, expressed strong affirmation · 
for continued financing of student 
aid, along with Social Security, as a 
top national priority. 
Other· major findings from the 
survey indicated that most Ameri-
cans view federal student aid as a 
necessary investment in keeping 
the U.S. economy strong and com-
petitive. In addition, Americans 
said they did not want to see 
student aid eliminated in the name 
of deficit reductfo,g: · 
When those surveyed were 
asked about maintaining current 
levels of funding, college student 
BARRIE MAoUJRE' 
financial aid rank!!(! ahead;~!}~ 
health care, defense, welfru:e ind 
foreign .aid. ' 
Eliminating student aid is 
1::, 
much like cutting off your nose to 
spite your face. College graduates : : 
are more likely to be employed .. 
than those without a degree. Why. ' 
should we force students to choose' 
a life with fewer opportunities? . 
For the U.S; to remain competi-' 
tive with other international mar- • 
kets, higher education is a.must, 
not a luxury. 
•J,,, 
Ill Kennetli W. Winters is presi-
dent of Campbellsville College, a 
private, four-year, church-affiliated 
college with 1,260 students. 
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rfransy plan for women's field preseives.historic brothe\ 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
~lfRIILD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
The house that famous madam Belle 
llrczing rented for her first brothel will 
rl11dg,• the bulldozers and survive to see 
mnre playing around. 
flu! everything is strictly on the up 
;rnd up this time. 
Transylvania University, which 
bought the badly dilapidated row house 
ln:-t summer, announced yesterday that 
ii will build a new athletic field for 
won{en's soccer and softball on adjacent 
land. 
Brezing's former house, at_ 312-316 
North Upper Street, will be renovated 
and turned into women's locker ·room 
facilities. 
Transy spokeswoman Sarah _Em-
mons said the project is badly needed 
because the women's teams now share a 
single playing field with men's soccer, 
field hockey and 10 intramural sports. 
The new playing field will be next to 
Trnnsy's existing intramural field. on 
land between North Upper, Limestone,· ished. But the original brick house, built 
Third and Salein streets. in 1815 and 1851, appears structurally 
Emmons said the university wanted sound, although the interior needs exten-
to save the house if it could and. worlied sive work, Emmons said. 
with the;Bluegrass Trust tor _H_istoric,, ·. Brezing, who many think was the 
Preservation on the matter. , . . . inspiration for the· character of Belle 
"When we got in and saw the shap~ Watling in the novel Go11r With the 
that it was in, we weren't sure we'd be · Wind; rented the J.ouse in 1881. She 
able to save it," Emmons· said. "Fortu' inoved fo. another location in 1883. 
nately, it's in a good location, and we'll_ Rhonda Reeves, executive director of 
be able to use it for locker rooms." the Bluegrass Trust for Historic Preser-
A back extension on the house is in vation, said its mem-
such bad shape that it must be demo I- bers were · pleased . that Transy 
invited them to be involved with 
the project. 
"They've been very receptive to 
saving the house, which is what we 
were concerned with," she said. "It 
wasn't Belle's lifetime residence, 
but it is still important historically 
for the time period she lived there, 
and it's also a good piece of archi-
tecture." 
The project will cost an es_ti-
mated $700,000, Emmons said. 
About $600,000 of-that has already_· 
been raised through private fund-
raising efforts, she said. 
. The old Ruggles Sign Co. build-
ing will be · demolished fo~ the 
,project, ,which should be fm1shed 
by September. 
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The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentue;kV. March 12_. _ 1995 . . .. .. . . As might be expected, gra 
Study tHicks-..highJ ::::~;p;:~g~~;e::~al~ 
. . r· • ,. ~); I\,·~~!,, . . ·. . ,_' :. •,. :.,_:,:/ ~~-~~;j ~~~~~in~-:;o~~trit:~w A, 
-sfih··.':-'o·~··o·1:.'.:Jgr•· adua·tes· ·. ~r;.{f!~~s::t:::e::. ,. • l. . . . doing is good," said Dorat 
·:_::_:·:;;::lt . · I. !. ·. - . . · · · · · ·Lester, assistant superintE 
St. udents · fro:rn(reg· ion lead· ua~~~~:c~~~f!nth: '!!~~1nt~ ~;:t ~e-~s~~g -~ Ji~1: 
, • 1 11 college, 38 percent of them . room. 
Parade to state:' colleges:_ . :.I K~~~;:;;~ sets of figures are 'in"::·;~:t~:~;\:~eu:~ 
. , ... • , ·. , ,¼ · · ...... • · · provided for. four-year and kids do well. If we see an ru 
_______ ._' -•~· --:·-:;-·: they were prepared, and how two-year colleges and for pri- that's not up to snuff, we'll I 
By GEORGE WoLFFORD, , ; . ; J they are doing in relation to vate and. public schools. They to see. how we can lmprc 
-OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT peers from ot~er Kentucky show surprising variations. I that." . 
schools - particularly peers Some 88. percent of grads from • The report is an unrela· 
ASHLAND '-- Ra.cela!}d-.: from sc~ools close by. this area took remedial math cousin of a more-detailed pa 
.Worthington and Pamtsville Data m the report focuses on in two-year schools but only 34 et of information given to ~ 
high schools sent. a· greater the effectiveness of high school percent in four-year colleges,' Kentucky high school by ' 
percentage of their graduates English and math programs by ACC has strict entrance.- re- University of Kentucky for · 
to Kentucky colleges in 1993 ·showing what percentage of quirements, said Michelle Slat- past five years. That report, 
than any other Northeastern graduates took remedial or ad- er, counselor and testing coor- . beled "High School Feedb: 
Kentucky schools. vanced classes when they got dinator. Report," contains stude 
Those two schools also led to college. "I think some of these stu- specific records that h 
the region in the percentage of In Region 7, from Bracken to dents may have just come out counselors plan currlcul 
college students who stayed in Morgan to Martin County, of calculus, but were noncha- and give direction to coll1 
school. 1.200 of the 2,905 high school !ant when they took our pla~e- bound seniors. 
Raceland-Worthington saw graduates - 41 percent - ment tests and ended up with 
70 percent - 54 students - in signed up as college freshmen. low scores that meant they 
its class of 1993 go cin to Ken- Thirty-seven percent - 1.074 had to take remedial work." 
tucky colleges, and 83 percent - went in Kentucky and an- Joyce Saxon, coordinator for 
were still there in the fall of other 126 went out-M-sta_te. remedial programs at MSU, 
1994. . Morehead State Universlly pointed out that school has _en-
Sixty-one percent of Pamts-· had 340 of the total. Ashland trance requirements callmg 
ville's 1993 class enrolled in Community College 2Bl. The for an ACT of 14 or above in 
Kentucky colleges and 86 per- University of Kentucky had 76; math while the community 
cent of.that number returned-a j Maysville Community College colleges have to take any stu-
year iater. · · . · .' 75; a_nd Eastern Kentucky Uni- dent who applies. MSU en-
Those figures came from a·, .. versity 73. trants with ACT math scores 
report compiled by the Amer.I-', In Region 8, covering the Big above 18 aren't r~quire~ to 
can College Testing program .. Sandy Valley and much of the take remedial math, she said. 
(ACT),. which oversees one of· rest of the mountains, students The report reveals that stu-
the two·major exams by which gravitated to MSU, Presto• dents entering four-year col-
colleges,evaluate. applying stu- 1 nsburg and Hazard community !eges have higher ACTs ~an 
dents,. ..- · · · · and Alice Lloyd colleges and their counterparts attendmg 
The· ACT. now tracks Ken- 1 Eastern Kentucky University, two-year schools. tucky college freshmen and re, · Enrollment from that region 
ports their progress to the was 1,308, with 90 of those 
high. schoo~ where. they:..grad-: going out of state. 
ted"' -· ' ' ua . ..,t-_. .. · ~- . , . 
Data 'for the report came· 
from •the public. and- private .. ,,.,, ~, . • . 
~~~:~%i~c!~t~/1rri~uren~ T_a:lo'iw:.:•:r~a; .. ,,e· ra:''i · 1a93' ·g:·: tadoates.fared 
tucky Council on filgher Edu- .r.t .. "', . . '. . 1 . • y . , ·""· .. 
ca~t~n~eally_ t,h11_thkstY~l!!' Xo.! S~fi:-:t~5f 4: . .''--; :;7'.-~um~r io . At "" At,, . All \J 4-year, PercentagE 
.-such trac~lng, s_aid Jil!l .rt11g~)1,~h~I;-; ;<:Kentucky~. 1 MStf::.AC(::'''' College~,.: 2-year who stayec Maxey, assistant vice pr.1:s!• •·,i\,,i.1',t:, '· • _: . colleges 1993 · ,, . .1:.. J _.,, : .. --· GPAs in 1994 · 
dent of ACT's ~esearch d1v1- a}f t,,,; · · r . l .. ,. . . . . 
sion. No pubhc announce- :,;'' <•. ·.. · 
96143
.,_ · 6 .. · ' 58 · • 124/51%. men ts were made the other ·" Paul G, Blazer · ,. . . . , , . 
times around, when 1991 and : B_oyd co·umy 96/39% 11 66 115/47%-





lowed through thell' first year , Russeh ··, • " • · 86149% 116/66%., 
of college. · · 9 "30 ;, 54/8296"' Although the Council on Raceland-Wonh. 46/70% 1 · 
Higher Education pays for the Greenup County 73/32% 2!;i -3
22
2~,, 93/41% 
report. it doesn't get a copy be- E.ast caner 56/37% 17 
cause of confidentiality re, •,·west c·aner 54/38% 44 2 
quirements. Results are· sent . 20 3 
directly to school districts, "!;l(1ott Count}'. 32/34% 
where they are shared by su- :Paintsville 28/61% 6 
perintendents, supervisors, Magoffin County 56/38% 23 
principals· and counselors. 
The report tells each high 
school where recent graduates 






































I * At Prestonsburg Community College 
lh!) Dally Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, March 17, 1995 
'~SU.~ faculty n1en1bers-- clain1 violation of rights 
~,, : ! . • Couple also plan to ftle employment discrimination lawsu1·t cause or spring_ break, and '!"he petition alleged a_ coi:i• , . .. . most. of the parties could not sptracy to deny Ncham1 his 
The Nchamls reached a con• Hunt alleged Jackson• In a Dec. B affidavit, be reached for comment. constitutional rights by setting 
By GREG COUARD > 
O~THE D{IILY INDEPENDENT 
, : MOREHEAD - Two faculty 
members .have gone to court 
against· Morehead State Uni• 
·. versify, ··claiming that officials 
, there: violated their constitu• 
; tio_nal rights· because of their 
race and participation in op-
1 posing· "racially motivated 
practices and procedures" at 
the school. 
·.::"Edfu:atlon professor Mbi-
bong Nchami and his Wife.-
Yahne Jackson-Nchaml, acting 
director of provisional studies, 
filed their petition March 3 In 
Rowan 'Circuit Court seeking 
to restore their "rights and 
privileges." . 
The black couple plan to file 
an employment discrimination 
lawsuit against MSU next 
week, their attorney, Anthea 
Mary Boarman of Morehead, 
said Thursday. 
, Named as defendants besides 
the school on the petition are 
President Ronald Eaglin; John 
Philley, executive vice presi-
dent of academic affairs; 
Michael Seelig, afllrmative ac-
tion officer; Richard Daniel 
interim dean of the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sci• 
ences; Cathy Barlow, chair-
man of the Department of El· 
ementary, Reading and Special 
Education; and MSU student 
Kelly Hunt. 
fldentlal temporary agreement : Nchaml's conduct escalated on Jackson-Nchami accused Hunt Barlow declined to comment unreasonable deadlines for his 
last week with the defendants' Feb. 24 when she made an "ob• o"f following her to the com• Wednesday liecause she had new research duties. 
attorney, John Irvin Jr. of Lex• scene gesture" at Hunt, ac- puter section of the laboratory, not seen the petition. Jackson-Nchami alleges in 
ington, that neither side would cording to Philley's memo. to a copier machine and even Barring Nchami from enter• the petition that, among other 
disclose, Boarman said. Philley "directed Jackson· to the restroom. ing Allie-Young Hall violated things, she was denied the 
She said MSU-_.offlclals. Nchami not to initiate contact "I feel harassed and uneasy his constitutional rights be• right to take part in a com· 
agreed to stop "smaller Incl- with Hunt. in Ii.er presence, and she cause it is where his wife plaint her husband flied with 
dents that added up," ., Jackson-Nchami works in makes her presence known to works and where health ser• the Equal Employment Op-
. Mblbong Nchaml. is riot MSU's learning lab in Allie• me aggressively, on a constant vices, the tutoring laboratory, portunity Commission and 
teaching this, semester and Young Hall, where Hunt tutors basis," Jackson-Nchaml wrote the Office of Minority. Affairs was prevented from witness-
was notified Feb. 13 by Eaglin students. in the sworn statement. and university printing offices Ing meetings when his at• 
that his contract would not be MSU is closed this week be- are located, the_petition said. torney wasn't present. 
renewed for next year. 
Boannan said that will be 
among "bigger issues" ad-
dressed in next week's lawsuit. 
Hunt, the student, flied a 
sexual harassment complaint 
against Nchami In November. 
Accordihg to documents 
flied with the couple's com-
plaint, a uniyersity investiga-
tion ruled In favor of Hunt. 
On Dec. 21 Eaglin reassigned 
Nchami to non-classroom du-
ties and prohibited him from 
Initiating contact with Hunt or 
entering- Allie-Young Hall 
through the 1995 spring semes-
ter. 
On Jan. 20 Eaglin repri-
manded Nchami for entering 
Allie-Young Hall, where his 
wife works. 
Hunt filed a complaint with 
the school against Jackson-
Nchami in late February. Phil-
ley wrote in· a ·memo to her 
that Hunt's complaint alleged 
her "inappropriate and threat-
. eiiing conduct and behavior" 
this semester created a· tense 
work environment. 
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TheJ)aily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Th 
5 
years after the land was pw 
- - e unday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, chased. , , . ,, ,,,. __ , ·- , 
Wednesday, March 15, 1995 - March 12, .1995 ,,. ,_ - _,_ - "fhe fourth, gr~n( wort] 
3 to be inducted - College-offering -- ~~~~: ~a~~:tt~c~; 
into hall of fame instaJJment plan·1. he)p MSU's Kentucky Folk Ar 
. MOREHEAD - A RIO GRANDE Ohio_ . , Center create a new home. il 
Louisville physician, a· Ri G d Co!Mlunity ,, , , the old Union Grocery Build 
corporate manager and a o ran e is . Ing on First Street. Ten pe1 
medical consultant will be - Community College cent of Kentucky's annual f~ 
inducted into Morehead offering a new inStallment " eral highway funding goes tc 
State University's· Alumni payment package for -_ e · ward projects deemed to ad, 
Hall of Fame April 7 as part Incoming freshmen. Th value to communities. 
of the school's annual Middle America Payment Jones also made·stops Tue! 
Founders Day festivities. plan offers students ~ day in Morgan and· Lewi 
opportunity to make a counties, where he arinounce; 
The 1995 inductees are: down payment on their another $1,055,000 In grant.! 
►Dr. J. David education and then make They·were: 
Richardson, chief of the fixed monthly payments. · ►$430,000 to renovate the ol, 
D' - • -f Freshmen who do not Morgan County Middle Schoc 
ivision ° General Surgery recleve financial aid will be· into a community center. 
at the University of able to purchase two or ►S250.000 ,....m the ARC t, 
Louisville School of k t "u 
Medicine and vice chairman four years of coursewor a the Vanceburg Utilities Con 
of the school's Department a guaranteed price with no mission to install water line 
of Surgery. Interest. For Information, for 170 households In the area 
-Richardson, a Morehead ; call (614) 245-7204. ►$225,000 from the ARC t 
native, earned-his , THE COURIER.JOURNAL the Garrison-Quincy Wate 
ba h 1 • ·f · · District to extend water line 
c e ors O science degree.! MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1995 to 171 customers. 
from MSU in 1966 before . 
heading to the University of I Berea program c:~si~~t~a~e~1~s ~~~ 
Kentucky· School of · · ks 
Medicine. See applicants homes in the Blair's Mill are 
Ary , In northern Morgan County. ► e ·Ellington _ Berea Colleges New Opportu- Jones also announced 1: 
Dethmers, director of ruty School, a free program for West Liberty that Morga: 
business intelligence for wacome~ exploring new C&n:8rs, Is County has landed a factor 
S.C. Johnson & Son' Inc. of cepung applications for its that eventually will employ 12 
Racine, Wis. . summer session. 
1 
. 
Dethmers, a native of The June 4-24 program in- P~!' e. 
Bath Qounty, earned a eludes field trips; lectures; Richmond-based Contlnenta 
bachelor's degree in home courses in Appalachian literature, Metal Specialty Inc.. whlcl 
economics from MSU in writing and computers; and work- manufactures metal stamping 
1963. shops on self-<:onfidence, leader- and general office supplies 
►Dr. Carol S. Rivers, an 
emergency medicine 
physician and founder and 
president of Emergency· 
Medicine Educational -_. 
Enterprises Inc. at Milford, 
Ohio. - ,, 
Rivers graduated -with a 
~achelor's of science degree 
lU 1966, 
The three will be honored 
at a· dinner in the Adron . · -
Doran University Center. 
ship and involvement in local gov- will begin construction in Mai 
emment. Participants will learn on a 30,0()().square,foot build 
to write a resume, practice job- Ing in the Morgan County In 
interview techniques, and be dustrlal Park. 
placed in part-time jobs while on Production should begin b 
campus. Lodging and meals are August or September. 
provided free. -
The program Is for women who The company will receiv1 
are 30 to 55; have low incomes; tax credits through the Ken 
and have a high school diploma !_ucky Economic Develonmen 
or GED certificate but have not Act to pay off loans. Morgai 
completed college. Participants County, through Its Local Eco 
must spend the entire month on nomic Development Fund fl 
campus, including weekends, and nanced by coal-severanc1 
cannot be accompanied by chi!- taxes, will finance lnfrastruc 
dren. Child-care and travel grants ture Improvements and slt1 
are available. preparation, 
For an application or more in-
formation, write to Jane Stephen• 
son, director, New Opportunity 
School for Women, Berea College 
CPO 2276, Berea, Ky. 40404, or 
call (606) 986-9341, Ext. 6676. 
'THE COURIER:.J0UllNAt::!,•:.SUNDAY; MARCH:19/.1995~ 
Abramson issue 
qas -IDsfened rift 
&mong trustees 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Sta# Writer 
·, 
The University of Louisville facul; 
ty. felt a sad sense of deja vu this 
month when the school's board of 
trustees split, over the search foni 
new president. · 
- As· the- search, .neared its end; 
trustees outside the 13-pers<in 
search ."committee complained that 
they weren't receiving enough infor-
mation about the candidates. They 
said they wanted more control of a 
process for which they ultimately 
will be responsible. • 
The nine trustees not on the 




among the four 
finalists, but 




U of L history 
professor · Leon-
ard Curry, • 
sound like those FISCHER: 
U ol L trustee 
of man}'. faculty says search 
members after process was 
several contro- open. 
vetsial board de-,.-, • 
cisions of recent years - decisions 
essentially forced on the faculty; 
who strongly disagreed with them 
but didn't have the power to resist. 
like other board decisions, said 
Curry - a member of the faculty 
senate - the search · process ''was 
very much controlled by a few peo-
ple, there was little actual consider-
ation · (of other views), and there 
was a general feeling of contempt" 
toward those on the outside. 
George FISCher, who is vice chair-
man of the trustees and leader of 
the search committee, doesn't see 
any problems with the search. 
"We're. proud of what we've 
done," F1Scher said. 
While it's too early to tell how the 
search will turn out, some of the 
damage caused by the fast-moving 
and tightly controlled process is al-
ready clear: 
"'The dispute among trustees 
may be difficult to overcome. At 
least one candidate - University of 
New Orleans Chancellor Gregory 
O'Brien, who was in Louisville last 
week - said he's concerned about 
the rift and will take it into account 
if he's offered the job. 
"' Many important U of L sup-
porters, including businessmen Ma-
son Rudd Sr. and J. D. Nichols, had 
urged the search committee to ih-: 
elude' Abramson amo!lg their"final' 
ists. The supporters said being ig• 
nored ~uldn't affect their contri, 
butions to U of I., but it's clear a• 
new president will have to repair 
some important bridges. 
"' A more open search could -
have begun healing the rift be-
tween many of U of L's professors 
and. staff' members on one side, 
and the trustees and administra-
tion on the other. Instead it has 
added to some employees' distrust 
of management. 
"' Professors were surprised by 
some of the is.g,Jes that emerged'. 
during O'Brien's campus visit -
such as his inabllity to get tenure' 
while in an earlier position. They, 
think a better search process, in•, 
eluding earlier review of the candl: 
dates by faculty, staff and students;] 
could have discovered - and per-; 
haps answered - such questions. j 
According to Fischer, the search! 
process was open. He said he and' 
trustee Chairman Harry Jones de-l 
scribed how they planned to con-l 
duct the search to the full board last' -
summer and then updated the trust-" 
ees at monthly meetings. · · ~ '. 
Other trustees dispute how open 1 
Jones and FISCher were with thelrl 
plans. A sketchy description of the ' 
search read by Jones at a July board-
meeting supports their view. 
1n a key paragraph, the brief doc-
ument. reads, ''Through a process to· 
be determined by the (search) com-
mittee itself, screen the nominees 
and select an individual or a small 
group of individuals as the final 
candidate or candidates." 
Trustee Nana Lampton said fol-
lowing a Feb. 27 board meeting that 
she didn't understand what that 
meant. 
Because the search committee 
plans to recommend only one per-
son to the full board for approval, 
Lampton said, it Is, in effect, mak· 
ing the final selection. But she 
thinks that's the duty of the .full 
board. 
She and the other trustees. on the 
search committee have urged the 
group to recommend several final. 
ists. And they wanted the finalists to 
include Abramson. 
They've lost on both points. 
Fischer said he and the search 
committee were simp'r following 
the plans they laid out Ill July. And 
he said Abramson, who was inter-
viewed with nine other semifinalists 
in secret meetings of the search 
committee last month at The Seel-
bach Hotel, simply wasn't as quali-
fied as the presidents and chancel-
lors now coming to town. 
Those finalists lead smaller uni-
versities than U of I., which has 
22,000 full.time students, and their 
schools have lower academic stand-
ings than U of L, measured by re-
search activity and advanced de-
grees. They are the Univer.;ity of, 
New Orleans, with 16,000 students: 
Central Connecticut State Universi- · 
ty, 13,000 students: East Carolina . 
University, 17,500 students: and the 
University of South Dakota, with 
nearly 7,000 students. 
Betty Turner Asher, president of 
the University of South Dakota - is 
the only woman finalist.. She also is 
lieing colisl~ered fofthlp~de~cy• 
of Bowling Green· State Uruversity-:J 
in Ohio, . a regional' university :,vith : 
an ~llmerit ()f 16,09,9,: -; · ~ l 
The finalists' qualifications'. ex-:·i 
· ceed Abramson's, F!Si:lier said, be-,! 
cause the criteria. developed by the _: 
search committee - with advice·: 
from facultr, ·student and staff advi- , 
sory COll1llllttees in the fall - put a 
premium on high-level expenence 
m academic management. FISCher 
said he thinks such experience is 
critical because no one else knows 
what it's like to have the authority 
and responsibllity of a university 
chief executive. 
At a closed meeting last week,· 
Bill Bowen, an officer of the con-
sulting firm aiding the search, told 
the sean:h committee and seven 
other trustees by speakerphone that 
each of-the finalists had asked that 
their. names be withdrawn if Abram-
son were a finalist. 
The American Council on Educa- · 
lion's _statistics on college presi-
dents show that many schools · 
aren't as exclusive in their presiden- · 
tial searches:) 
1n 1990, the most recent statistics: 
in the report, 32 percent of the new 
presidents - at doctorate-granting· 
public· institutions had· been presi, 
· dents before taking their new Jobs. 
Forty percent had been vice presi-
dent or provosts. About 10 percent 
. of the new presidents at public 
schools were from outside higher. 
education, with I percent from local 
or federal government. 
James Mingle, executive director 
of the State Higher Education Offi-
cers Association in Denver, was sur-
prised when he heard that candi-
dates for the U of L presidency had, 
in effect, blackballed Abramson. 
"If 1 was a board member," Min-
gle said, "l wouldn 'I let any poten-
tial candidate tell me who I could 
consider." 
The Sunday Independent. Ashland. Kentucky. 
March 12, 1995 
4 finalists named 
for U of L post 
LOUISVILLE - Mayor 
Jerry Abramson was not 
among the four finalists 
named Saturday for the 
University of Louisville 
presidency. 
The finalists are Betty 
Turner Asher. president of 
the University of South 
Dakota since 1989; Richard 
R. Eakin, chancellor at East 
.Carolina University since 
1987; Gregory M. O'Brien, 
chancellor of the University 
o~ New Orleans since 1987; 
and ~ohn M. Shumaker, 
president of central 
Connecticut State 
University since 1987. 
The presidential search 
committee announced the 
finalists Saturday after a 
2½-hour meeting. 
\l.lXINGTClN'~ER; lEXINGTON, KY, II MONDAY.'MAIICH 20, 1995 , 
ffi}iChief pushing';for. ·comprehensive exams. 
·11,,)/ :,o.•··' N\f,t''1 · SomeWestemfacul membershave -----
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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UK professor 
wins fellowship ,e';.., ... _:. 'lb' ·M ''redith ts .,;.,.._n· . ed h th ty_ . uld ary schools' progress under education Fisher said Florida test critics also ' · 1., e wan ~~ ques~on ow. e uruversity oo . reform, have charged that administering the test. •~,, ,.; to b , , d ; dstuevdemp15 a '!'~ntagful test thafurtall ulltsd In Florida, which has required the which is taken by 40,000 students each Alfred D. Shapere, 33, an assis-tant professor of physics at the University of Kentucky, is the 
second member of UK's physics 
and astronomy department to 
win a prestigious Sloan Research 
Fellowship in the last two years. 
'" ,c e "1Ui0fl at en J ~ - ,or_ ms nee, ~e . wo ~ent (ests since 1984, the Legisla- year, is too cumbersome and expensive. 
f b'-• ' I ~ fair to '?<>th an English maJor or a ture 1s debatmg whether to keep the tests Some community college presid ts 1 
f h · biology ma1or. Others also have ques- h"ch d d' 1 k'll ' h sed h . en . a .so 0 Sop Omore uear ti ed hat . Id ha to tud ts w I gra e rea mg,_ angu~ge s i_ s, av~ accu t e test of ~mg an artificial ,1 · , , ~n . dilht't wou ppen s , en math and an es.say, Fisher said, Flonda bamer to students, he said, 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
0
Mered'tlipass.clm !edged' tha' , students must pass the test before they But he said he has been pleased with 
1 a ow . . , t lllll';1Y can get an ass<iciate's degree or take the program. 
HE11ALD-WDEA EllucATION WRITER of. ~\t~~!i p~gram s . details junior-level classes. . ''If you don't have that test, then 
Sha~re Is _a t~eoretical physi-
cist. HIS studies m the esoteric 
areas of quantum field theory and 
s_uperstring theory have applica-
tions to the everyday world -
helping to explam, for example, 
the acrobatics of falling cats. 
Th: I' t nt I · ' Western Kentucky University Presi- mus , s . wo . ~ , . . ''Yo!!'i:e better off sticking with read- you're going to have people graduating 
.. 
8 n 8 11 . dent Thomas Meredith sees the issue of , , .. But if a ~dent didn t demonstrate mg, wnllng and math, because that's with an ass<iciate's degree without know-to hllV&_ the . oomprehensive tests for all students· as a · · oompetency m some areas, the student what people can agree on," Fisher said. · ing the skills they need," Fisher said. "I ~'!8~t show: straightf~ one. · · probably would be. required to take a "There seems to be disagreement the see absolutely nothing wrong with expect-
, !h8Y: have . , . Students, he says, ought to be _able to remedia) course , !)r improve in some minute you throw in science, social sci- ing students to perform and having some 
achieved a_,. show they've learned what they were ' other way before being able to graduate, ence or history." standards." 
The l00 fellowships awarded 
each year ere intended to siimu-
late fundamen~ research by 
young scholars In chemistry, 
mathematics, economics, neuro-
,i level of.,., supposed .to before they get a degree. · 1 Meredith said in an interview last week. 
1roflclency." 1 Meredith will ask the Western ~ "The intent is not to have . some 
... ,. , -.·, , on ~ednesday to _approve a new aca- major exam that would wash people 
,, DIOMAS dem1c. plan that ~~Udf!!!! ~ch tests, out," Meredith said ''The intent is to 
NK MEBlmrm commonly _called nsmg iuruor exams have the student show they have 
, u president because most students take them at the achieved a level of proficiency." 
end of the sophomore year. Such exams aren't new - they're 
Among the other components of the required of all college students in Florida 
plan: . and Georgia - but they also have been 
. I!' Gradually raising Westem's ad• controversial in other places. • 
m1SS1ons standards over the next six Gary Cox, the executive director of" 
years. the Kentucky Council on Higher Educ;r-,-
. .. . ■ Expan.. . ding its on-campus commu- ti_<>!', said "!>me of the other state univer~ 
' ruty college program. s1ties reqwre assessment tests in ~-
':.', ,, .. ■ Red~ class s~. areas. but Westem's proposal a~tly.:_ 
. ·. ■ Promoting a more mtellectual at- would be the most comprehensive as-
. ·m.osph:ere. ·, . . : sessment exam. , . •.~ 
:'.· ·, But the\dea of -~~t bcam's" 1 There has been talk ainong council'' 
: has been one of the more controversial I members of trying to com~ Up with __ :\-,, 
i" as~i.of ~e proposal, which Meredith way to measure what ~tudents ha~: 
:, calls ;'.Movmg to a New Level." Jeame,!,_~owever, Cox S31d · ., •. •:.... t• 
;-: . ';'tfi!! program '!Ol!W work something .. • "I think_ th~ is an interest out th~ in ; 
i lilie tliis: Western students would take a, i understanding . if students are leammg 
' tesfin their sophomore year tnat would. what's expected," he said .. 
' cover basic academic.subjects and their I But Thomas Fisher, director of Flori-
. ability to write and speak well. . . ' da's state testing program, said he . 
'., :. , Meredith also· propo$es .that' depart- : wouldn't be surprised to see a miniature 
\ments wouid give iheii 0~-'exiiiiis in · repeat of the debate over the new state 
: the. students' final semester to check for tests that measure elementary and second-
i' an:(. sho~n\ings they might have in 
therr llll\Jor field. · . • 
science and physics. . 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, March 15, 1995 
N'ewspaper adviser sues KSU 
' : FRANKFORT (AP) - A law- merit raises that Cullen may 
suit filed by the adviser for the be due, and for compensatory 
~tudent newspaper at Ken• and punitive damages. 
tucky State University claims Named as defendants are 
;ulmlnlstrators have punished Betty Gibson, KSU's vice presl-
her for refusing to tell stu- · dent for student affairs; KSU 
dents to withhold negative sto-. President Mary Smith; and the 
ries and letters from the paper. members of the university's 
: The lawsuit, filed Tuesday In , board of regents. · · .· . 
l;J.s. District Court at Frank- ·, Cullen alleges in the lawsuit 
fort, · says that the adminis-' , that ·she refused to follow Gib-
t:rators. violated-Laura Cullen's ,.,son's orders to withhold cer• 
~onst~tutlonal rights, lncludirlg :taln stories and to require 
~er right ?f free speech. . ·. . more positive news in The 
, · Univers1t:r attorney Reginald : Tho~obred News. She says Gib-
ptomas said Tuesday he had . son also told her to submit the 
pot seen ~e lawsuit. newspaper to the Student Pub-
: The swt asks the court to lications Board for review be-
pro~ibit KSU from requiring a fore it Is published. 
review of the newspaper before · . • 
publication and to force ad-' . Cullen said she ar~ed that 
ministrators to distribute last such actions would v10Iate th~ 
year's yearbook, for which she students' ,free-speech rights. 
was adviser. It also asks fm: Afterward, Cullen was de-
moted from coordinator of 
student publications to secre-
tary in the student housing of-
fice, she alleges. 
When Cullen was allowed to 
return as coordinator, she re-
fused Gibson's directive to 
publish more positive news 
and to allow the board to re-
view the newspaper, she said 
In the suit. 
Cullen said Tuesday she has 
continued to allow the news-
paper to be published without 
review by the publications 
board and that KSU has taken 
no more punitive action. 
• 
MSU ARCHIVES · ( 
MGU Clip Ghee1~-3 ~-J 
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lege that decides to require Stl 
dents to volunteer should put a k 
of thought into how it arranges th 
program. 
More colleges promoting 
community service 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD·LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
For more and more college students, volunteer work 
isn't always voluntary anymore. 
Instead, professors are assigning community service 
projects as homework. Departments are pushing future 
nurses, teachers and social workers to spend time 
working at agencies related to their fields before they 
graduate. 
And at some Kentucky colleges, students. won't 
graduate unless they've completed a specified amount of 
volunteer work. 
Western Kentucky University is the latest college to 
enter the debate about the role of volunteerism in 
students' lives. Its board will decide Wednesday wheth-
er to require students to volunteer before they graduate. 
"It's the coming thing," said Mike Colegrove, vice 
president for student services at Cumberland College, 
where community service already is a graduation 
requirement. "There's a lot of talk about it right now, 
and I hope we'll see more _action." 
Some question whether mandatory community serv-
ice is a contradiction. Others wonder whether students 
- especially older students who. work and have 
families - would have enough· tfme. 
Instructors who include volunteer work as part of 
:heir courses also say some students drop their class 
rather than do community-service. 
But many who oversee community sei:vice programs 
say they see an increasing movement.:toward making 
volunteer work part 'of the college curriculum. 
"lt'!l not -just d~i;;-g good. It's a 
whole new way of learning," said 
Michael Day, director of communi-
ty service _at Spalding University in 
Louisville. "It's certainly good for 
the community, but it's good for 
the student, too." 
Record volunteers 
Both nationally and in Ken-
tucky, college students are volun-
teering in record numbers. A 1993 
national study of students found 
that two-thirds of them said they 
had volunteered in the last year. 
Now there is an increasing 
emphasis on either requiring stu-
dents to volunteer or in finding 
ways to link community service to 
class work. 
Campus Compact, a national 
coalition of colleges that promote 
public service, found that about 81 
percent of its 477 members offer 
courses that include volunteer 
work. 
That's true in Kentucky, too. 
The Council on Higher Education 
is working with 28 Kentucky pub-
lic and private colleges to find 
ways to link volunteer service with 
· academic courses, said Wendell 
Cave, who runs the program. 
That translates into programs 
like these: 
■ Students majoring in sec-
ondary education at the University 
of Kentucky are required to have 
I 00 hours of community service for 
graduation. 
■ As part of other classes, UK 
medical students operate a health 
clinic at the Salvation Anny. The-
ater majors perform and develop 
plays with middle school students. 
A women's studies course places 
students with social service agen-
ci~. 
■ Spalding nursing students 
must volunteer 40 hours before 
graduating. All freshmen also com-
plete a required orientation class 
that includes 10 to 15 hours of 
community service. 
■ Students in an English class 
at Kentucky State University tu-
tored elementary students and then 
wrote about their experiences. An-
other KSU writing class is raising 
money to fix up a black graveyard. 
Computer students are learning 
how to conduct surveys by study-
ing local community groups' needs. 
'A taste of helping others' 
Wes tern President Thomas 
Meredith's proposal would require 
all students to volunteer - proba-
bly about 15 to 20 hours' worth -
before being allowed to graduate. 
Two private Kentucky colleges, 
Lindsey Wilson College and Thom-
as More ·College, are considering 
making coninlunity service manda-
tory; as Cumberland already has. 
Meredith said in a recent inter-
view that he thinks volunteering 
would benefit students and that 
requiring 20 hours over four years 
or more isn't excessive. 
"The intent is just to make sure 
they get a taste of helping others 
while they're in college," he said. 
"One of the hallmarks of a civilized 
society is that we help other peo-
ple." 
Not many colleges .require com-
munity service for graduation, said 
Pam Boylan, a spokeswoman for 
Campus Compact. About 8 percent 
of the group's members have such 
requirements, she said. 
"It's not common, but we are 
seeing more schools taking a look 
at that," she· said. "We don't en-
dorse or .condemn it. We think it's 
up to the institution to decide." 
"We want them to work wit 
community organizations to fin, 
out their needs,'' she said. "The 
can't just say, 'Here are all thes 
students ready to descend on you 
community, now find them som, 
thing to do.' " 
Requiring community servic 
also might backfire if a colleg 
doesn't plan the program carefulh 
said Dave Crowley, executive dire< 
tor of the. Kentucky Communit 
Service. Commission. · · 
"If you simply say 'You have t, 
do this,' and you don't make i 
meaningful, some people might ge 
turned off to community service, 
Crowley said. "It depends a lot 01 
how it's done." 
Crowley said he still thinks tha 
linking volunteer work with colleg, 
classes is a trend that will- catch on 
"I see it being tied to this ide: 
of defining what students shoulc 
be able to do," he said .... 
Obligation. seeil, 
Boylan, of Campus Compact 
also says more colleges are askini 
how to get students involved i, 
volunteering. . 
Ann Garrity, who .coordinate 
community service projects at UK 
said she thinks that , trend wil 
continue, although she doesn't fore 
see UK _making volunteer work , 
graduation requirement. 
"What we're doing · is makini 
community service pan of what w, 
teach," she said. "This is the mode 
we're working for in higher educa 
• tion." 
Sandy Trammell, a KSU Eng 
lish instructor who has organize< 
two community service' projects a, 
part of her courses, said she think, 
colleges are obligated to urge stu 
dents to volunteer. 
"Our educated class has to lead 
We can't just sit back and enjm 
our material comforts,'' Trammei 
said. "If we don't become more 
community-conscious, we're not go 
ing to make it.'' 
••• 
Herald-Leader research /ibrari 
an Linda Smith-Niemi contribute, 
to this report. 
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Campbellsville Colleg~ adding dorm 
<;ampbellsville College broke ground yesterday for its first 
residence hall to be built since 1967. 
The 104:bed men's residence, scheduled to open Aug. 19, will 
feature pnvate rooms wired for computers as well as a com ut-
er lab. !ts ex~ected cost is approximately $3 million. p 
Offic!als said the college has experienced a 91 percent in-
crease In enrollment in the past seven years 
C~mpbell.sville currently has 1,260 student~ enrolled. It is 
affiliated With the Kentucky Baptist Convention. 
lEX!NGTON·HERAL{).tEAOER;-LEXINGTON;·t\Y: ■-t UE50AY;-MARCH...,L1--;:-'".i~=nJ·• 
Work of heart: Volunteering 
well worth it, students say 
"We Just hope they catch the 
spirit and continue to make 
it a part of their life." 
MIKE COLEGROVE 
Cumberland College vice president for 
· student services 
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KSU attorney derides0'l&v,,suit . , · · '· 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - An attomey;foi Kentucky."State ·univer-
sity said the school will vigorously defend itself against.a feder-
al lawsuit filed last week by Laura ·cu11en, staff adviser to the 
student newspaper and-yearbook. •. ,, .. ,.1. ,. ••. , ,, 
Cullen alleges that the university l:iiis violated her Flrst 
Amendment rights by trying to force. he( to inclµde more posi-
tive news in the newspaper .and- by tellihg'her to submit the. 
newspaper to the Student Publications Board for review before 
publication. The school has punished.her for refusing to do so, 
she says in her suit. · 
KSU lawyer Reginald Thomas said yesterday that the lawsuit 
improperly asks the court to order KSU to make changes re-
garding the newspaper and yearbook, which aren't parties to 
the lawsuit. He also said that-Cullen's charges that KSU pun-
ished her for her handling of· student publications, as well as 
for advocating a union for staff members, shows the controversy 
is really a personnel matter; not a Frrst An:;.endment issue. 
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Colleges Compete for ~t-Conscious Students 
Tuition Deals Among Innovations That Seek Hedge Against Inflation 
By Rene Sanchez 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Colleges across the eow1try have 
begun trying to retruit and keep stu-
dents worried about sdaririg tuition 
costs with a ~rand-new sales pitch: 
Let 's make a deal. '
1 
Indiana University is -offering to 
pick up the tab for students who 
need a fifth year to earn a degree 
because required~ 'Were not 
available in four. Middlebury College 
has a new three-year degree to help 
cut student costs. Michigan State 
University, is promising its next 
freshmen class that tuition increases 
will npt exceed iatlatv»: for four 
years. lihebead9tae ........ its 
dormitory .. prices fer the. ant tout 
years_ . 
"There are a Jot ,« ~ 
with price in higher education_,right 
oow," said David M~ public 
affairs director. at the A.iierlcin 
Council on Education; which repre-
sents more thalJ 1,600 q:>l]eges and 
universities. "Colleies- ate realizing 
they just can't keep~ tuition 
every year." 
Some college officials uy that the 
number of tuition incentwea, guaran-
tees and discount deaJa cropping up 
on campuses is unprecedented_ 
More than a decade of steep college 
tuition increases-nationally, tuition 
has risen much faster than family in-
come-has made many college pres-
idents fearful that they are out pric-
ing their traditional markets and 
limiting access to ~eir classrooms. 
Average tuition at public universi-
ties is now about $2,500 a year. In 
inflation-adjusted tenns, that is 50 
percent higher than a decade ago. At 
private colleges, th~ avera,ge annual 
tuition is abou $l <k>tl ~ is 
about« percent hiper than a de-
cade ago after adju.,tirtc foe inflation. 
The cost cil tuition • mom and 
board at many public; aad"pmate col-
leges, however. is nearly twiGe the 
national average.1, · " 
"A lot of us baye been sheltered 
from pressure about tuition prices 
for a long time," said Peter McPher~ 
son, president of Michigan Sta~ 
"But now,tbe-dance is up.• • " 
Sensing that pressure, a few col-
leges began taking modest steps in 
the 1980s to help families avoid 
large tuition increases. Some began 
allowing all ~ coats to be paid 
at the beginning of a student's fresh-
~ o~~ ~~a;:• 
tuition in funds managed by a state 
or a private college, many "years be-
fore a student enrolled. 
Today, with college costs burden-
ing even more families, colleges that 
never considered tuition marketing 
strategies are promoting deals that 
would make car dealers proud. 
Next fall , the University of Roch-
ester will begin giving every student 
who enrolls from within New York a 
$5,000 grant to help pay tuition, 
which is $17,800 a year. Lehigh 
University has cut tuition for its 
master's program in business by 20 
percent_ Clark University is giving 
students with at least a 8-plus aver-
age one year of graduate work free. 
Marquette University is guarantee-
ing its students that tuition will not 
increase more than 6 percent for the 
next four years. Temple University 
is freezing its undergraduate tuition 
next year-for the first time in two 
decades-and cutting the salaries of 
its president and deans by 5 percent 
David Warren, president of the 
National Association of Independent 
Colleges and Universities, said that 
demographic and economic forces 
are requiring many higher education 
~ to rethink fundamental as-
sumptions about tuition. Where once 
they believed- tuition had to rise to 
guarantee _quality, he said, now 
many are pinpointing. a ~ that 
their tuition cannot ' exceed. Then, 
they are deciding what changes t!tey 
have to mal<e in campus programs ot 
faculty to make that price tenable. 
"We have flipped the issue upside 
down," Warren said. "That's creat-
ing a lot of experiments with tuition 
prices. I don' t know a university 
president who is not engaged in stra-
tegic planning along these lines." 
Faced either with shrinking funds. 
from state government.a, or escalat-
ing costs for campus programs and 
faculty salaries, both private and 
public universities often hit students 
with double-digit tuition increases 
during the last 'decade. 
That rate of mcrease has dimin-
ished a bit in 'the last few years. But 
some critics charge that current tu-
ition levels still are making it much 
harder for many students to-attend 
college without working at the same 
time, and that often lengthens the 
time it takes to earn a degree. Oth-
ers contend that the size of some tu-
ition increases is forcing poorer stu-
dents to quit after a few years, or to 
not even apply for admission. 
"This wasn' t as much of an issue 
years ago because there wasn't the 
same level of fear about paying for 
college-it 's much greate r now," 
said Art Hauptman, a higher educa-
tion consultant who bas written 
about tuitioo issues. "MosLuniversi-
ties don' t see going back closer to 
their previous level of tuition as an 
alternative. So, to stay competitive, 
they have to find other pricing strat-
egies." 
Michigan State is one of the lat-
est , and largest , universities to pro-
mote a new t uition deal'. A few 
months ago, it announced that for 
the next four years it would not raise 
its tuition higher than the annual 
rate of inflationliaJ.iooallvt-~ long as 
th Michl l .. ~....,fiirt diH nbt re-e . gan  ,, . 
duce the state's s ·dies to the uru-
versity. k£: _ 
Tuition at Micp State, which 
~ JllOfe than 4®00 .. ~f4. is 
a bout '14,400 annually lor fu..ltate 
students. Tuition there gre~ y 
about ·4- percent last yearlt,he 
smallest rate of increase in a decade. 
Like nµmy o~r universities, ~ I 
public and prifate, Michigan Slate ◄ 
sets tuiy· ra~ for full-time and• j 
~ for each acadeln-j 
le ~ ter \iuatter. 
"We bad ,to get more control ofi 
ou:l costs,1. Mdt1erson said. "Other-
wise, it waS-clltk•that w~ were go-· 
ing to wind up excluding many of the 
kind of students we traditionally 
serve from coi· here." 
Michigan S 's plan is ooe of the 
more common ves that colleees 
are making, or considering, to reas-
s ure students ai?out tuition. But 
higher educati1(! specialists say stu-
dents should ?,SS the plans care-
fully. ' . 
,t Some pro~, they-sayrcoma be 
exaggerated-or could change sub-
stantially if, for example , a state 
such as Micbigm:l slides. into an ~ 
nomic recession. Guarantees also do 
not always cover fees that students 
are charged fot some courses; they 
could be raise<! to help fix budget 
problems that the tuition guarantees 
create. 
"Ill some instances, it could wind 
up only being l>R or perception," 
Hauptman said. : · 
Indiana University is embarking 
on another kind of tuition pact. 
There, and at m,any large public uni-
versities arouncl_the coWltry, it is no 
longer unusual t or· students to take 
at least five years to eart11 an under-
graduate degree. That often occurs 
because required courses are not of-
fered when students need them. In-
diana wants to change thaL 
. If a student there is unable to 
graduate in four.years because some 
courses were 'nof •offered, the uni-
versity will pay for the student's fifth 
year of academic work. 
Indiana's president, ~yles Brand, 
said concern about costs prompted 
the new policy. '!We. live in a new en-
vironment," he said. "Higher ~ 
tion is beginning to resp6od to. caDs 
for aa:ountability abodt tuition. We 
have to pay more-attention to the el-
fects of the prlce:$··on students,than 
we have in the past." 
TUmON INCREASES vs. INFLATION 
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U of L presidency· finalist.h~$;~c9me f~r _from.<Breathitt roots 
By BEN z. HERSHBERG , · sociation. . . · her par!lnts; ~~o .§~ ~'lf!!ition'~-;. : ' sai~ Asher-H~!:urgeil th~. ~~!J~liil!~ heading, rp of i. , Donald Swai!1, nity colleges. . . · 
staff Writer · · .• But:workinlt,111 a,system,plagued way for thell' six childi'en,·to'.1iiiial latiJl'e1and·boatd of regents•to;Jimit, whom she;wants Ii> succeed, is p&1d . But Asher s&1d she will be com-
. , by financial slioJtfe!ls, she hes been prove th~!115elves. ;ii, •' I m 'V'.~ ;tu1ti911•ap\f fee•ln~es;•~het<said! ~161,000 ''liiinually;•• swain is retir- fortable representing a school In the 
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At age 50, the,!ll!ughter of-a.~,J '.'.The,fl!fllli·~it , .• ~~" eratuN-~"-'idel!ll,iU -- l'.iJIJ~ ,'..!~llii~,li~i;e~~H211l~-l!Ql:1gjl,' with tiµ'ee tlm~ the enrollment of president for stµdent affairs at Ari-
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More colleges lar~ .. r~quiring_voJunteer work 
I • ' ' • ';{ .J~ 't • .,.• i •·: ~- '. c _i",:'~~ - . 11•· ,1f •It• •.-. ' · ' 
But Plan. l"t carefully should plan the volwiteerpff1granjs deinlc courses,,said. Wendell Cave, Kentucky State University tutored , carefully. ' ··, · · • who runs. the program. ·. elementary students and then wrote 
Service official WarnS: "If fO~ ~ffl.lP.lY:S!IY, ~ou hav~. t!) : ' That translates Into programs about their expe!1ences. 
,do ~. ,1and ,you dqn I make, !1·,, S!!.~ Bil thlll!e: . , . , . Western Kentucky University 
Associated Press meaningful, some ~pie mlgh~ g~! ,_ ,.-.~,Students majoring in secon- · President Thomas Meredith has 
· . • !Uf!ted o.ff _to, ~IIIJDunity semce, . dary !education at the Unjverslty of , proposed that students there be re-
LEXINGTON Ky - Kentucky Ch~~!';Y dS\lld: -,: It ~qM!nds 8 101 on Kentucky ate required to have 100 . quired to .do volunteer work -
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.Babbage-proposes 
having lottery . 
pay college tuition 
. . BY BRENDA RIOS 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
Gubernatorial ·candidate Bob 
Babbage. yesterday announced a 
plan to pay college tuition for all 
Kentucky students who finish high 
school with at least a B average. 
Proceeds from the Kentucky 
Lottery Corp. would finance Bab-
bage's plan, which would also cov• 
er vocational or technical training 
for high school graduates. 
Babbage, a Democrat, wants 
the lottery to pay the state a higher 
percentage of its revenues, but 
lottery officillls say that could 
cause lower jackpots and possibly 
less money for. the state. 
The lottery has paid the state 
$576 million - 25.5 percent - of 
the $2.3 billion it has earned since 
it began nearly six years ago, 
.according to lottery officia)s. 
Babbage wants the lottery to 
return 35 percent of its earnings to 
the state. That difference would 
pay for Babbage's proposal, which 
he estimates will cost $52.5 million 
and serve 37,881 students in its 
first year. 
., _,_ ~ . 
The ·lottery. was created with 
· the' intention of financing educa-
. tion but instead it has gone to the 
stat~'s general fund, said Babbage, 
secret~ of state. 
"We're going to honor the 
promise made to every ·citizen of 
Kentucky when the lottecy was 
passed," Babbage said during a 
news conference at the Lexington 
Public Library to unveil . the pro-
posal yesterday. 
The state's general fund pays 
for most state programs, including 
education. However, the general 
fund is not specifically marked for 
education. 
Rick Redman, a spokesman 
with. the Kentucky Lottery Corp., 
said officials worry that paying the 
state higher percentages of the 
total revenue would result in lower 
· jackpots, fewer people playing and · 
less money going to the state. 
"Percentages are nice, but real 
dollars that are returned to the-
state could drop," he , said. "It 
becomes a question of do you want 
higher percentages or do you want 
real dollars." · 
About 59.5 percent of the lot-
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tery's budget' goes to· jackpots, 
Redman said. The remaining mon-
ey goes to the state, to retailers and 
to ·pay for operating costs. 
Babbage's program resembles a 
scholarship l'rogram started in 
Georgia in 1993. The Helping Out-
standing Pupils Educationally pro-
gram is financed by a newly creat-
ed lottery in Georgia. 
Nearly 80,000 students in Geor-
gia are taking part in the program, 
which has ·a budget of nearly $52 
million, said Brenda Hayes, admin-
istrative assistant with the HOPE 
program. In its first year, about 
43,000 students participated. 
Babbage, who based some of 
the figures for his proposal on the 
HOPE program, expects his pro-
gram to expand in its second year. 
The program would include stu-
dents enrolled in colleges or univer-
sities when the measure is enacted .. 
~tudents who do. not maintain B 
averages will lose their eligibility. 
Only students attending Ken-
tucky schools would qualify. 
Those who attend private schools 
would get a $1,000 grant. 
' 
Another Democratic' gubernato-
rial candidate, Gatewood Galbraith, 
wants to give all Kentucky high 
school graduates a $5,000 "Com- -
monwealth Incentive" for higher · 
· education, regardless of grades. 
Galbraith has not said exactly 
where funding for the program, 
which will cost at least $200 mil-
lion, would come. 
606-783-2030 
Babbage calls for free higher education 
Wants lottery 
:o pay for tuition 
ly MARK R. CHELLGREN 
.ssociated Press 
and his assumptions about paying The cost would be paid for with 
for it have been disputed. revenue from the Kentucky Lottery, 
Babbage, the secretacy of state, Babbage said. 
lamented Kentucky's high school Babbage raised an old issue about 
graduation rat~ and percentages of · the lottecy, claiming that a promise 
residents with a college education to spend its proceeds on education 
- both among the lowest in the na- bad been broken . 
lion. To solve that, he proposed a "We're going to te!l the politi-
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Democratic program that would pay the full tu- clans in Frankfort to keep their 
ubernatorial candidate ______ ition for a two-year voca- hands off money they should never 
lob Babbage said yester- The Race f, tional education for any. have gotten their hands on In the 
lay that he wants the 10r high school 'graduate, first place," Babbage said. 
tale to provide free voca- GOVERNOR And any Kentucky stu- The first proceeds of the lottery 
ional training or college dent who graduates from went to pay a bonus for Vietnam 
Jition for every Kentucky high school with a "B" War-era military veterans, as prom-
.igh school graduate. average would get full tu- ised by then-Goy. Wallace Wtlkin-
Babbage, who said pro- ition at a public university son, who championed the lottery, 
eeds from the Kentucky and a supplement for The General Assembly decided 
ottecy would be usfl(l to textbooks as long as the that the lottecy proceeds would go 
ay for the program, pro- __ _::.,___ student maintained a "B" into the General Fund, "to whatever 
.ounced it cart of his average in college too. the,; politicians In Frankfort want-
bold vision'' and "courageous Alternative programs would be ed, Babbage charged. 
reams" for Kentucky. He also said available for students who wanted The Genera! Fund pays for the 
.e was as tired as anyone "of empty to attend a private college or univer- overall_ ope"!tion of state ~overn-
romises and the politicians who ·ty · the 1 1 ment, tncludmg some funding for si tn s ~ e. . elementacy, secondacy, higher and 
1ake them." · Babbage sBJd an estimated 37,881 vocational education. 
Yet Babbage's program resembles students would be expected to par- Babbage could not say how or 
n existing tuition grant program, ticipate In the first year, at a cost of whether the lottecy money would be 
nd he was sketchy about details $52 million. replaced in the General Fund if his 
scholarship program Is instituted. 
Instead, Babbage accused the lot• 
tecy of not turning over as much 
money to the state as it should. He 
said the lottecy should give 35 per• 
cent of its revenue to the state, ih• 
stead of the roughly 25 percent ii 
gives. Babb~ge said that would pip-
vide the money for the scholarshipJi, 
But lottery officials have long !lis• 
puted that target figure, Spokesma11 
Rick Redman said a higher percent• 
age could be retumed. "But in all 
likelihood, sales would decline"- be-
cause of the smaller payouts, · be 
said. . 
A decline In sales would mea~ 
fewer dollars for the state, Redma~ 
said. . 
Babbage declined to comment_'on 
that. He also said nothing about the 
College Access Program, wlilcb 
gives grants that are approximate!~ 
equal to a year's tuition at a com• 
munity college. The money can alsp 
be used for tuition ,at vocational 
schools. . 
· In 1994, 17,740 students receive<! 
the grants. 
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Westem's regents 
support plan to raise 
admission standards 
of the plan at 
their April meeting, but some com-
'ponents might take months to de-
_yelop, Meredith said. . 
,·; The cbanges won't affect cur-
'rent students and probably won't 
;affect the. freshman clas~ entering 
Western this fall, Meredith satd. 
•"' Most. of the debate about the 
· proposal, called "Moving to a J:lew 
Level" centered around the, idea 
· that ~11 students be required to do 
volunteer work before they gradu-
· ~te. 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALO-l.E{tDER EDUCATION WRITER 
BOWLiNG GREEN - The board of regents at 
Western Kentucky University wants future students 
to meet tougher admissions standards and do volun-
teer work before they graduate. "' The plan didn't give any 
amounts, but Meredith said he 
favored requiring 15 to 20 hours of 
· community service. Students wou.ld 
.. follow an honor system in repotl· 
' jng the work, he said. · ', 
•' Meredith compared the idea cif 
· required community service to the 
_college· requiring students to take 
t certain courses. 
The regents yesterday unanimously endorsed a 
31-point plan proposed by Preside11t Thomas Mer-
edith, saying they believed the plan would push the 
university to improve. 
"I'm very encouraged by. what 
I see," said regent C. Howard Gray. 
"We're raising the bar." 
Meredith was quick to remind 
the board that its action yesterday 
only involved endorsing the plan's concepts. The vqte 
still allows Western officials to return to the board 
and ask to rescind portions of the plan if the ideas 
prove to be unworkable, he said. 
t · "Part of what we do in an 
, ~dlicational institution is require 
students to do things we think are 
. good for them," he said. "We re-
quire things every day that stu-
<;!ents have no desire to do." 
The regents will begin considering further details 
. r 
What Western'S0 plan.woqld· do,·· .. ·;.· .. 
. These- are so~e . of the ' key-• elements of, .Western Kentucky · 
Universitis "Moving tffa New Level" plan:;- ,, . 
. Ii Gradually· increas~- aqmissions· requiremet1/s. By' the year 
2000 students would need to score 20 on the Amencan College Test 
, or h~ve a 2.5 grade point average to be· admitted. V{estem now 
,. requires,either· a 17 on•the :ACT _or a 2.2 grade pomt average. 
J, Students who ,can't- meet .those standar~s would be encouraged to 
•. enroll in Westein's, on.campus· commumty ;college -program. 
,' ■ Require undecided students to enter a new Univ~rsity College 
for more intensive advising ..... : · . · , · 
;.. ·, ■ Make unpaid community !Sel'Vice a ~equirement-for gra_d~a-
', 'ti<in President . Thomas . Meredith has -satd he favors requmng 
< be~een:i5 and 20 hours-_qf., volunteer work.:, ;: . . . . . . 
"' : . ■ Require all students. to take, an exa~ ,aLthe end of the!' 
._;·sophomore yeai"to c4eck, how_. well tl1ey. have \earned the b_as1c, 
•-· education curriculum. Students also would take' ;i s1mtlar exam given 
.:iby, their,dewrtment dtµ-ing·their senior year,,,,;r·,• .. ,., ·, .. :, . ... ,,, •. 
,\:: · ; ■ 'Offer a 'limited guarantee· of:W~tern grad~ates' skills: . · : . \. 
;::::, , tli'Encoiirage students to ·stay ,on campus qunng the weekends 7 
8: ;~'rid enhance the intellectual atmosphere ori ¢Im pus by, getting more:;, 
~··speakers and artists IQ.visit. there,. , ·; <;' , a:.,;__:; :,,_;: , ,, 
"~,- _·, ,, : ,;. , , ._ ·_.. . , ·. ,_,.,: ,: ,_,:_,._, . 1-ieRALD:WbER,SiAFF REPoRr . 
"~•, ,'t•.·. ' .,., __ ,._,, 
· ·.~KU'·;1>re.sldent r\ ', 
.. mulls .new-Job i · 
··. . BOWLiNG' GREEN:,.';"" . 
, 'Wesfern' :Kentucky ,Uhlversi-'/" 
.:' . ty. · Pf ~ide~f;:'.1)101\las'; :,Mer; i: 
, :~i\n' sajd,yest,erday, that;.h~;} · 
, hasn't _decided whether.,,'to btL; 
. a. candidatei;for Jhe;job· pf;;,, 
; chancellor' ~t' .tlje. U1iiversity' ; 
',, f'M.' ' H ••• ' T • • ' 
.~: o IS:S}~StPP}:,~' i'~/jJq:k.j_\" i;,f,.ir}t 
; ( ,: Mereclith:'saia ·ue, now~·· 
. "ni/nas been;nominated;,for,.:.: 
.'· tlie;jo~:~Btif~e kiq he,has':, 
. not .decided;:whether ,to· tell'·· 
-:· the' Mississippi' ·search,,com" ,'.: 
.. mittee· to consider him as a•:"' 
candidate::·:, ... · · :., , . ·,.; .·, :·,; 
· Meredith"''cl!me to . West:Cc 
· · em in 1988 from Ole Miss. He . .' 
•· was vice. chancellor for ad-
.' ministrative affain, there . 
.... . '. HERALD'lEADER STAFF REPORT••,· 
' . ' 
Two board members - facult 
, regent Ray Mendel and staff reger 
Joy Gramling - said they oppose 
the idea of requiring students t 
. volunteer. 
Mendel, a psychology Jirofei 
sor, said studies. have shown tha 
people who are required to d 
something are less likely to repea 
the activity on their own. 
"I think students generally fa 
vor the idea of public service, 
Mendel said. "I do not think stu 
dents feel it should be required." 
Gramling also questioned hov 
the new requirement would affec 
older students who hold full-tim, 
jobs or have children. 
· . · l:lut other regents, includini 
Rob Evans, the student representa 
live, said they thought that requir 
ing volunteer work was a gooc 
idea. 
Many said they thought thE 
time requirement was appropriate 
and a few even suggested thal 
Western might require more than 
20 hours if the first program work~ 
well. 
"We're talking about five hours 
a year," said regent Bums Mercer. 
"I don't think that's a rea!'stringent 
requirement on anyone's time." 
There was little or no disagree-
ment on another key portion of the 
plan that' calls for raising admis-
sions standards. By the year 2000, 
students would· have to either score 
20 ·on the American College Test or 
maintain a 2.5 grade point average 
to be admitted. Students who fell 
short of those standards could 
enroll in Westem's on-campus com-
munity college program. 
Western now requires students 
either to score 17 on the ACT or to 
have a 2.2 grade point average. 
Meredith said he did not expect 
the plan to affect the number of 
students enrolled. Other regents 
praised the move, saying it would 
benefit the school in the long term. 
Mendel, the faculty representa-
tive, said he thinks that most 
faculty members_ generally support 
the ideas in the plan. But, he said, 
many were waiting, to see how 
Meredith would put them into prac-
tice. 
"The devil is in the details, and 
it's a little difficult at this stage to 
see what the details are,'\ Mendel 
said. ''.There's disagreement to 
strategy, not t9. the goal~;"~ 1,, L _. 
, 
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WKU regents endorse higher s_tandards 
Accept president's 
34_-point proposal 
'By M. DAVID GOODWIN 
Staff Writer 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - West-
ern Kentucky University's regents 
have unanimously approved Presi-
dent Thomas Meredith's sweeping 
ideas for making the school more 
competitive. 
In a special meeting yesterday, 
the 11 members passed a resolution 
supporting Meredith's 34-point pro-
posal. Then they asked him to 
come back next month with more 
details on how he would accom-
plish those points - including rais-
ing admissions standards and re-
quiring students to complete un-
paid public service to graduate. 
Meredith said his proposal was 
the culmination of nearly 1 ½ years 
of work in which he sought the ad-
vice of faculty, students, area 
school superintendents and educa-
tors across the country. 
He asked the regenis to focus 
more on the concepts and less on 
the details right now, saying the 
proposal is a working document. 
Meredith said he was especially 
pleased that the regents approved 
the centerpiece of his proposal -
raising admission standards, which 
he said he hoped would begin in 
the fall of 1996. 
The proposal calls for gradually 
raising the standards over the next 
five years. Western now requires a 
17 on the ACT or a 2.2 grade-point 
average; by the year 2000, incom-
ing freshmen would be required to 
score 20 on the ACT or have a 2.5 
grade-point average. 
Regents and educators said Mer-
edith's presentation yesterday in-
spired them to think the proposal 
will propel Western into the fore-
front of Kentucky education. But 
there were some reservations, es-
pecially about requiring public 
service. · . 
While Western has been region-
ally compeiitive, "the world we're 
living in today says that we must be 
globally competitive," said'• regent 
C.C. Howard Gray of Lexington. "l 
think some of the things we're talk-. 
ing about here, which still need 
work done on them, will make us 
globally competitive." 
"They are to be applauded for 
their efforts," said Gary Cox, execu-
tive director of the Council on High-
er Education. (The plan would not 
require the council's approval.) 
"They have taken the most compre-
hensive approach compared to oth-
er institutions." . 
Regent Cornelius Martin of Bowl-
ing Green called Meredith's plail 
"masterful" and praised the public 
service component as "essential." 
But Ray Mendel, the faculty regent, 
said students and faculty overwhelm-
ingly oppose the requirement. 
Staff regent Nettie Joy Gramling 
said students who also have jobs or 
children will find it difficult to jug-
gle their schedules to meet the re-
quirement. 
Karol Smith, a senior' from Rus-
sellville, said being required to per-
fonn public service detracts from 
the spirit of volunteerism. She said 
she has been volunteering at the 
Dream Factory, a group that helps 
children with tenninal illnesses, in 
Bowling Green since 1991. 
"But if you are not doing it out of 
your heart, then it takes away from 
.Why you are doing it in the first , 
place," she said. . . 
But Meredith and Rob Evans, the • 
student regent and student govern, .. 
ment president, said they have met . 
with dozens of students who sup, ·. 
port the proposal. ; • 
Meredith . said many students al- , 
ready volunteer on public-service : 
projects. He anticipates students -
will be required to perform about 20 ., 
hours of service - five hours per 
year - before they graduate. . · 
· Meredith said he' will work with -· 
faculty, staff and students to fine•. 
tune his plans. . . , ! 
"Western is already good; there's 
no question about that," he said, , 
"People seek our- graduates now - ' 
they're very marketable - but. 
we've got to seek to be even better."_ 
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Politics in U of L search? 
Regarding the search for a new Univer-
sity of Louisvil!e president and your 
March 8 assertion that the search is 
"headed to~rd an unhappy c_onclusion," 
several questions come to mind: 
I. Could it be that the Mayor and his en-
dorsers are creating tunnoil to wear down 
opposition and thus assure Jerry Abram-
son's being named to the presidency? 
2. Is Abramson qualified to be president 
of U of L? Does he fulfill specifications of 
the job description? 
3. Is Abramson capable of competing 
for work in the private sector, or must he 
for a lifetime be · guaranteed a feeding at 
the public ·trough? · · 
4. Would his tepure at U of L be a tem-
porary holding position until the Demo, 
cratic Party is Viewed more positively on 
the national scene and Abramson can feel 
· .more secure about running for a higher 
' political office? ; 
Methinks the problem has to do with local 
politics rather than university leadership. 
. . .ROBERT &.-RICHARDSON 
· · Louisville 40216 
•i"' ,t~. MSU ARCHIVES 
Mc<rd, ;272 l19S °/!A'9.;)-lJ-3't.:.'-J 
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U of L presidential selection process shows 
increasing importance of big-business ski11s 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
LOUISVILLE - A quick 
glance through the resumes of the 
people who want to be president of 
the University of Louisville shows 
how running a university has be-
come big business. 
Gregory O'Brien writes about 
how the University of New Orleans 
attracted more than $35 million in 
research money. Richard Eakin 
points out that he oversaw a fund-
raising campaign that collected $50 
million for East Carolina Universi-
ty. 
John Shumaker tells how he 
increased Central CQnnecticut State 
University's research budget 15-
fold and established·busiriess part-
nerships. overseas."":·Betfy:;;Turner 
Asher details liow:ilie University of 
South Dakota snagged a $15 mil-
lion research project and raised 
enough money for several new 
buildings. . · .. ;· , 
In the last few years, the job of 
university president has become 
increasingly like that of a corporate 
executive, lobbyist and politician, 
higher education-observers. say. 
. That trend•'hasKaffected' how 
eandidates-fur-top academic"Tob's" 
present themselves during the job 
hunt, said Donald J: Keefe,· manag-
ing partner of T ASA In,temational, 
an executive search firm with an 
office in· Louisville. 
"They don't divorce theinsel ves 
from their academic side, but 
they're talking about the budgets 
they've managed, how many peo-
ple they oversee," said Keefe. 
whose firm has not been involved 
with the U of L search. 
Private fund-raising 
In interviews and public fo-
rums over the last two weeks, the 
four finalists for 'the U of L job 
have emphasized their financial-
management skills, saying that 
U of L, like any state university, 
needs a leader who can make the 
most of scarce dollars. 
In Kentucky, state universities 
are increasingly turning to private 
fund-raising to supplement state 
money, which has been declining 
as a percentage of overall revenue. 
The presidents of other state 
universities have said they will ask 
the General Assembly for an annu-
al increase in their budgets of 
roughly . 7.5 percent, but sev~ral 
key legislators have said they thmk 
that amount is unrealistic. 
The U of L board has said it 
will call a special meeting April 4 
at which the new president might 
be chosen. 
The finalists have described 
their own management styles in 
very different terms. 
O'Brien, for instance, called 
himself "an institution builder" as 
he · discussed the programs he had 
started at the University of New 
Orleans. But he said he didn't think 
there was a conflict between the 
business and academic sides of 
being a president. 
Shumaker, from Central Con-
necticut State University, said dur-
ing his visit that he compares the 
job of a university president to that 
of a teacher. , 
"I wouldn't like to say a presi-
dent is a consummate salesman, 
though that's part of i~" said 
Shumaker, whose academic back-
ground is in ancient Greek. "!'think 
a university president is a teacher. 
The president has _tci teach the 
public about the university and 
teach the faculty about the admin-
istration's needs, and vice versa." 
Eakin, the chancellor of East 
Carolina University, said he doesn't 
see himself as a business executive. 
"My self-image is still.that of a 
faculty member - just one who's 
taken on administrative duties," 
said Eakin, an administrator since 
1969. "I think it's important that 
someone in this position under-
stand the importance of the faculty. 
They're the ones who make it 
work." 
Asher, the president of the Uni-
versity of South Dakota, called 
herself "an interpreter." 
"It's up to the president to be 
able to interpret those two cultures 
to each other," she said. "You have 
to use those business principles in· 
providing_ as good an academic 
environment as you ·can." 
But search consultants say that 
even with the increased emphasis 
on corporate-type experience,· can-
didates can't afford to shrug off 
their traditional responsibility of 
overseeing academic programs, ei-
ther. 
In short, presidential candi-
dates often are asked to be all 
things to all people, some consul-
tants said. 
The U of L presidential search 
committee compiled a three-page 
evaluation guide for potential can-
didates. Among its criteria: candi-
dates should have an academic 
vision, understand universities, be 
a good lobbyist and fund-raiser. 
demonstrate managerial talents 
and be astute politically. 
They also "must be straightfor-
ward and able to stand firm when 
necessary while being diplomatic, 
honest, truthful, fair, visible and 
dynamic," the fomi notes. 
Some presidents have cop¢ by 
hiring strong academic leaders to 
serve as provost or vice president 
for academic affairs and to essen-
tially run the campus while the 
president is raising money or lob-
bying elsewhere. 
W estem Kentucky University 
President Thomas Meredith said he 
believes in that strategy. His job, 
he said, involves more work off-
campus than he expected. · ... 
,"There are so many more con-
~tituencies tqday, and _yo_u ,ca?'t 
ignore any of themt· Mered1th· said. 
Morehead State President Ron-
ald Eaglin said he alsocspends less 
time on academic matters than 
when he first took a president's job 
in 1985 . 
"It's unfortunate, but that's the 
nature of i~" he said. "It's a tremen-
dously deniahding job. You can 
never get to all your publics that 
you're expected to serve." 
Alton said that he has seen the 
number of people interested in 
applying for university president 
jobs decline during the last 10 
years - partly, he says, because 
the job has become so complex. 
Colleges eventually might have 
to restructure their administrations 
and transfer some job duties to 
other people, he said. 
"The Mr. Chips model no long-
er works," Alton said. "We may 
have to rethink the presidency, its 
roles and responsibilities, at some 
point." 
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No 'stars' shine on final list 
·of applicants to head U of L 
graduate programs as "acceptable , . 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG plus" _ the fourth•highest of six Gregory O Brien . . 
Staff Writer levels in the report. It rates graduate The chancellor at the Umvers1ty 
There are no stars among the fi. 
nalists for the University of Louis· 
ville presidency. 
All four candidates are chief ex· 
ecutives at schools that are smaller 
than U of L and all four schools 
score !owe; than U of L in most 
academic ratings. 
As professors, three of the four 
finalists had careers that were brief 
and undistinguished. 
In part because of that back• 
ground, U of L philosophy Profes• 
sor Thomas Maloney - and some 
others who are following the 
search process - ~ai~ they belieye 
the field should still mclude Louts• 
ville Mayor Jerry Abramson, who 
was among 10 semifinalists inter• 
viewed in late February. 
But the university's 13•member 
search committee focused on aca• 
demic•management experience, 
and that excluded the mayor as 
well as high•ranking officers of 
larger and better schools who 
hadn't been chief executives, said 
George Fischer, search committee 
co~chairman. 
Trustee Olga Peers defended the 
finalists' qualifications and said 
she was impressed that all four had 
headed universities. 
The search committee meets to• 
day to review the finalists and will 
then make a recommendation to 
the full board of trustees, which is 
to vote on a new president April 4. 
In the unlikely event that none of 
the finalists wins a majority vote 
from the full board, it could cho~se 
to elect someone else or order an• 
other search. That has not hap• 
pened before at U of L, however. 
The candidates share some com• 
mon denominators. 
All four have been successful 
fund•raisers, which is obligatory 
for today's academic leaders. And 
none has suffered major embar• 
rassments in his or her current job. 
But they also share another com• 
mon denominator - the mediocre 
ratings their schools get in most 
academic rankings. All four instilu• 
lions generally place a rung or two 
behind U of L, especially in gradu• 
ate programs and research, an area 
in which U of L hopes to improve. 
The Gourman Report on aca• 
demic quality, a widely used aca• 
demic reference, rates U of L's 
programs at the University of South oi New Orleans, with 16,000 stu• 
Dakota and East Carolina Universi• dents, O'Brien touts his successful 
ty as "adequate" - a notch below fund raising and the business part• 
u of L's. Graduate programs at the nerships he has helped create for 
University of New Orleans a~d C~n• his school. 
tral Connecticut State Umvers1ty Susan Rhodes, chairwoman of the 
are classified as "marginal" - two U of L staff senate, said several 
notches lower. U of L colleagues have said O'Brien 
Here are the candidates' assets alienated U of L clerical, mainte• 
and liabilities, according to their nance and other non.faculty em• 
colleagues and the finalists them• ployees by making insensitive state• 
selves: ments about their importance in 
Betty Turner Asher . campus life .. 
The president of the University of Several faculty members at the 
South Dakota, which has 7,700 Siu· University of South Florida, where 
dents, Asher has had a "very calm• O'Brien was provost, complained 
ing presence" and "exhibited a lot that he created a position of a re• 
of leadership," said Richard Barnes, search professor at the Tampa 
who was the school's associate di· school without providing enough 
rector of research. money to hire replacements to 
But Asher's credentials are argu• teach. 
ably the weakest of the four final• He failed to win tenure himself in 
ists. She has a doctorate in educa• the psychology department there 
lion - an Ed.D. - that is often con• because his research record was 
sidered a less rigorous degree than found lacking, said Louis Penner, 
a Ph.D., which requires more exten• former chairtnan of the department. 
sive research and creative thinking. John w. Shumaker 
Her management style also was 
questioned by some people at Ari· 
zona State, the large university at 
which she was vice president of Siu· 
dent affairs before going to South 
Dakota. 
Asher said her degree was award• 
ed for a research project looking at 
"the effects of self.disclosure on 
power and authority'' in different 
kinds of leadership positions. 
Richard Eakin 
His laid•back style. and achieve• 
ments as chancellor of East Caroli• 
na University in North Carolina (en• 
rollment: 17,500) have made Eakin 
the preferred candidate of a group 
of alumni advising the search com• 
mittee, said Wes Lewis, a member 
of the alumni group. 
While well•liked in Greenville, he 
made a controversial decision last 
fall to dismiss the dean of the 
School of Music - a move ques• 
tioned by some faculty outside the 
department. 
By his own admission, Eakin's re• 
search credentials as a math profes• 
sor are also limited. • 
"My research record would prob• 
ably not be one you would consider 
for a research position at U of L," 
Eakin said .. "I stand on my record 
as an administrator." 
The president of Central Con• 
necticut State, which has 13,000 Siu· 
dents and no doctoral programs, 
has a background that blends seri• 
ous research and teaching in classi• 
cal studies with university adminis• 
tration, said W. Landis Jones, a 
U of L political science professor. 
Before taking over at Central 
Connecticut in 1987, Shumaker was 
an administrator at the larger Oh)o 
State University and State Universi• 
ty of New York at Albany. 
Shumaker gets mixed reviews for 
his relations with the faculty bar• 
gaining unit at Central Connecticut, 
said John Hartnon, a geology pro• 
fessor who is president of the 
school's chapter of the American 
Association' of University Profes• 
sors. 
Jones said that some U of L trust• 
ees are concerned that Shumaker is 
a widower - his wife died in Octo• 
ber after a battle with cancer - and 
wouldn't have the support of a 
spouse in representing the school 
with potential contributors. But 
Jones described that view as "ar• 
chaic." 
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Universities reaping millions 
:from their faculty inventions 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - If you 
: like the outdoors, you'll love Tick 
:Soap: just rub it on a tick bite and 
:it guards against infection. 
Maybe not a milestone in hu-
·man knowledge, but it's the latest 
·innovation from the labs at Har-
:vard University, which is cashing 
. in on faculty research at the rate of 
:more than $5 million a year. 
. Revenue from patents and in-
•ventions is skyrocketing at univer-
'sities and colleges, which are 
:searching for ways to raise money 
_at the same time private industry is 
·cutting back on research and devel-
opment. 
· U.S. universities and colleges 
made $318 million in royalties from 
faculty inventions during 1993, the 
last year for which the figures are 
·available, according to the Associa-
lion of University Technology 
Managers. That was up 40 percent 
over 1992, Collectively, the schools 
awarded 2;227 licenses to private 
industry and applied for a record 
3,835 new_ patents. 
: Harvard, which earned a mea-
ger $24,000 from patent royalties in 
1980;made $5.4 million in 1993 and 
i,gairi. last year. The money was 
split :between the departments in 
-r,hicll;.the discoveries were: made, 
the university and the inventors. 
· "Companies are definitely look-
Top royalties· 
Universities that ·collect 
the most from inventions re-
sulting from research, based 
on 1993 royalty· revenue: 
·■ Universities.of Califor-
nia~ $45.4 million , 
■ Stanford: $312 million 
■ Columbia: -$21 million 
. . ■ Pniversity of- Wiscon-. 
sin: $15.8.ini!lion"--.-. ,;" :~-- ·• : · / 
:llli'University":bf l\Vl!Sh: -,. 
ington: $14.8 million -·, _'. > '. 
·,'■ Michigar\iState:'$142-·· 
million • •. · ·' · · 
■ fowa0 State: $11.6 mil- . 
lion ' :it'._,,-,!,~····~~ '.,.·. 
■- Massachiisettli" ::1nstl- . 
tute of Technology: $5,8 mil, 
· lion · · - ._,, -->" -· ·•-·• 
■ University ... of Florida: 
$5 7 ill'' -•.. , .... ·---·· . 
. • m ~Jc1/i_4iffii\1io~ 
-:; ,!,SSOCIAWN OF. Ut!IVERSIT\I,; :'. 
• • TECHNOLOGY MANA(lERS' . 
ing at universities as a source of 
product ideas because they're cut-
ting back on (research and develop-
ment)," said Joyce Brinton, director 
of the Office for Technology and 
Trademark Licensing. at Harvard 
and president of .the technology 
managers•"· · organization. "And, 
yeah, the fact that there's ,going to 
be some income from this is defi-
nitely a plus." 
People who are uncomfortable 
with a. cozy relationship between 
universities and private industry 
question whether it is right for 
schools to reap millions from re-
search that was underwritten by 
taxpayers in the form of federal 
grants. 
"The fundamental assumption 
of higher education in this country 
is that there should be a· free 
exchange of information and · 
ideas," said Arthur Brown, director 
of the Center for Academic Ethics 
at Wayne State University. ".That 
doesn't happen when information 
is withheld in order to ensure that 
one company gets a jump on its 
competitors." 
Terri Willey, director of tech-
nology transfer at Purdue Universi-
ty, said faculty who work with 
private industry are not prevented 
from sharing the results of their 
research, though some allow their 
private partners to review the in-
formation first --
University officials a!S!) said 
that selling off inventions devel-
oped using .federal grants creates 
jobs and, consequently, more tax 
revenue. 
In addition, they said, schools 
are being forced ,to find, new ways 
to pay for research as the amount 
of federal funding levels off or falls. . . 
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BY Scorr LEARN 
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU 
,IOREHEAD - Bill Fannin 
owns a successful lumber compa-
ny. He'd probably do just fine if he 
stuck to sawing logs. 
But Fannin has seen the future. 
and the future is ... 
Ostriches. 
"l can foresee (ostrich ranching) 
exceeding what this could do," 
Fannin says, gesturing at his piles 
of lumber and logs. "I don't care 
how crazy people think I am. I'll 
just laugh all the way to the bank." 
Fannin, 52, will be one of the 
featured speakers tonight at More-
head State University's first-ever 
seminar on raising "ratites," or big, 
flightless birds, including ostriches, 
emus and rheas. 
The Morehead seminar is the 
fourth in a series of ratite confer-
ences at universities across the 
state this year. 
It's the first time the state 
Department of Agriculture has 
sponsored such a series. The three 
prior conferences drew. about. 200 
people each. 
Organizers at Morehead see the 
birds as a potential supplement to 
tobacco income in the school's 
Eastern Kentucky semce region. 
They say the birds can thrive on 
the small plots of land common in 
Eastern Kentucky. 
Bird boosters say the ratites' 
red meat tastes just like beef, but is 
much lower in fat and cholesterol. 
The birds' oil is used in cosmetics, 
and their skin makes fine leather. 
But so far the birds have not 
bounded into Eastern Kentucky in 
numbers. · 
Only about 10 of the state's 362 
ratite ranchers are in Eastern Ken-
tucky, said Constance Queen, own-
er of Queensland Emu Ranch in 
Lawrence County. 
Queen, who will also·speak at 
the conference tonight, established 
hei- ranch two years ago after 
retiring from Maryland's state,gov-
ernment. She and her husband now 
have 44 emus, an Australian cousin 
of the ostrich. 
Queen thinks raising birds is a 
prime way to return Eastern K~n-
tucky bottom lands to productive 
uses. She has been touring agricul-
tural extension offices and making 
presentations on that point. 
"It has happened slowly in 
Eastern Kentucky, where people 
tend to be more traditional and 
conservative," Queen said. "I feel 
like I'm just now making a ripple 
in the pond." 
Crucial juncture 
The conferences come at a criti-
cal time for the bird business. 
Last year. prices plummeted for 
build slaughterhouses nearby and 
ratites. sending some ranchers into 
a tailspin. 
Today, ranchers say the lower 
prices could be a blessing in dis-
guise if they encourage more farm-
ers to get into the business. 
With more birds available, the 
industry could then target mass 
markets and fill bigger contracts. 
Queen said the national emu 
association could sign a large con-
tract with a major soap manufac-
turer today, but doesn't have the 
birds to fill the contract. 
The same holds true for poten-
tially lucrative overseas markets, 
where ratite meat is popular, Fan-
nin said. 
"A lot of people want to buy 
the meat for export to China, Eu-
rope and Japan," Fannin said. "But 
they're wanting it in volumes that 
we don't have enough birds yet to 
supply." 
Bird backers are also pushing 
to introduce Americans to the 
meat. It has as little as one-sixth 
the fat of beef and lower cholester-
ol, according to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, but few if any 
restaurants in Kentucky are serv-
ing it now. 
The ranchers are trying to 
persuade existing slaughterhouses 
to accept the birds. The slaughter-
houses could then use their distri-
bution networks and marketing to. 
sell the meat. 
It's easy to overstate the birds' 
potential effect in Kentucky, a state 
with 60,000 tobacco farmers and 
40,000 cattle producers, said Bobby 
Freeman; executive vice presideni 
of the Kentucky Cattlemen's Asso-
ciation. 
And beef alternatives from soy-
bean burgers to llamas have fizzled 
in the ·past, Freeman said. 
"You can build slaughterhouses 
and so forth, but you also have to 
be able to sell the product," Free-
man said. 
State and university officials 
are staying neutral in the cattle 
versus bird debate. 
But they agree that the bird 
business is at a crucial juncture. 
The industry needs a transition 
from breeding for domestic popula-
tion growth to selling the birds' 
meat. oil, hides and feathers to the · 
public. 
"This ·is the time to see if there 
is going to be a shift to a commer-
cial slaughter basis:· said Lane 
Cowsert, .head of Morehead State's 
department of agricultural sciences. 
The industry "is either going to 
go soon or probably start dying 
down,'' Cowsert said. 
Raising ratites 
Fannin, who is convinced the 
industry will prosper, said he is 
having a great time raising his 
birds. 
His 21 ostriches are as curious 
as cats, and as nosy as bears in- a 
campground. 
They quickly stride· over to 
visitors, stoop down from a height 
of 7 to 8 feet, and begin to lightly 
peck - at hands, at a camera, at a 
reporter's notebook, at a photogra-
pher's red corduroy shirt. 
"It's just their nature," Fannin 
said ,vith a grin as his visitors 
retreated. "They're the nosiest crea-
tures I've ever laid eyes on." 
He keeps his birds, which in-
clude 10 mating pairs, on· 5 acres 
near Morehead State's farm. He 
says he spends about 50 cents a 
bird and 10 minutes each day. to 
feed and care for them. 
Fannin, who used to raise cat-
tle, spent about $20,000 two years 
ago for fencing, a barn and other 
equipment• for the birds. But his 
main cost was the birds them-
selves, which ran about $80,000 
total, he said. 
Fannin figures each breeding 
pair will produce about 30 year-
lings for slaughter each year, and a 
profit of about $30,000 a pair at the 
going slaughter rates. 
"The only other thing I know 
that can compete with that is 
illegal," he said. 
The seminar tonight will in-
clude a tasting of dishes prepared 
1vith ratite meat. 
Marilyn Sampley, head of 
Morehead State's human sciences 
department, is whipping up egg 
rolls, a stir fry and other dishes 
this weekend, substituting ratite 
meat for beef. 
She also plans to study the 
meat's · characteristics, including 
how well it holds heat, an impor-
tant consideration for restaurant 
use. 
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March 26, 1995 • Forecast '95 
A look at trends at private liberal arts colleges 
In 1995, private liberal arts col-
leges must rethink the way they 
deliver higher education. Of the 
many critical issues dictating this 
change, the most significant is esca-
lating financial pressure. 
Competition for top students forces 
private colleges to designate a larg-
er percentage of their budgets for 
financial aid, leaving less money 
for infrastructure needs, building 
and renovation projects, equip-
ment, and faculty salaries and ben-
l'fits. When you factor in 
Washington's indecision about pro-
tecting student loans, the prime 
concern of every private college 
president is how to avoid passing 
along the rising cost of financial aid 
to the student. 
Teclmology is private colleges' 
greatest opportunity to protect our 
futures, yet it is also an albatross 
around our necks because of the 
cost. An added 
pressure is the 
Kentucky 
Education Reform 
Act, which has 
allowed K through 
12 to move ahead 
of private colleges 
in terms of tech- Crouch 
nology. Private col-
leges can't afford to lag behind in 
technology, but the cost to become 
state-of-the-art is prohibitive. 
On the other hand, technology is 
an example of the free enterprise 
system at its best. It requires col-
leges to be very effective, efficient, 
and entrepreneurial. Technology 
will drive some of the weaker small 
colleges out of business. 
Another critical issue is enroll-
ment. During the last 25 years, fol-
lowing a national trend, more top 
students have been aftending pub-
lic universities. Public universities 
use aggressive marketing strate-
gies and financial" resources to 
attract these students. It's very dif-
ficult for most private colleges to 
compete on that scale. 
Private liberal arts colleges can be 
compared to the U.S. automobile 
giants. For years, U.S. automakers 
faced strong competitiqn from for-
eign automakers before they real-
ized they had to rethink · their 
product or be driven out of busi-
ness. Today, this country's auto-
mobile manufacturers are emerging 
as outstanding corporations with 
outstanding products. The same is 
(rue of private colleges. We are 
beginning to rethink strategies to 
deliver a high-quality product. This 
is happening at Georgetown 
College. 
Small colleges offer the advan-
tages of personal attention, indi-
vidual participation, and the 
opportunity to develop the whole 
person. We must define and refine 
what we do best and focus on 
doing it better than anybody else. In 
1995, private liberal arts colleges 
must strive to become the ultimate 
service ind us try: preparing stu-
dents for lifelong learning while 
maintaining a viable bottom line. 
- ~r. Wllllam H. crouch, Jr. 
President, Georgetown College 
I VI'--'-'._..'-'"..,..., 
Transvtvania impacts -Lexinuton1s economy 
When Transylvania University 
pays utility bills, passes out pay-
checks, or buys goods from local 
businesses, it pumps money into 
Lexington's economy. Despite the 
university's small size, it packs a 
significant financial punch, accord-
ing to the first study of the univer-
sity's economic impact on 
Lexington. 
Lawrence K. Lynch, professor of 
economics at Tran-
sylvania, conduct-
ed the study. He 
measured the uni-
versity's roles as 
employer and con-
sumer and careful-
ly calculated the L...~'"' 
ripple effect of Lynch 
every dollar it 
spends. Lynch studied Transy-
lvania's direct economic effects-:-
for example, its payments to 
employees or suppliers - and its 
indirect effects - the jobs and pur-
chases created when those initial 
payments are re-spent. 
Lynch's study shows Tran-
sylvania's influence goes beyond 
its work as an educator, making a 
significant contribution through the 
jobs and incomes it creates and sup-
ports. Here are some of Lynch's 
findings: 
► As a consumer, Transylvania has 
a direct and indirect economic 
output of $20 million. More than 
half of the $9 .3 million it directly 
spends goes toward salaries and 
benefits. More than $2.7 million is 
spent to purchase goods and ser-
vices from Lexington businesses. 
► Each dollar Transylvania spends 
for output produces another 
$1.16 of output. Each dollar spent 
for wages creates another 44 cents 
of earnings for other Lexington 
businesses. 
► The university employs the 
equivalent of 275 full-time work-
ers. The services and goods it buys 
help create another 156 jobs. 
► Transylvani~ is a ,revimue sourc1; 
for the city and ,tl)e .~tale, gener: 
a ting $549,594 in slate inco~e taxes 
and $187,539 in local taxes. 
each year, from alumni who return 
for special events to prospective 
students and their parents who visit 
for a day. These visitors, who often 
, stay in local hotels and eat at area 
restaurants, spend more than 
► Most of Transylvania's revenue $400,000 during their stays. For 
comes from tuition and fees and more information on the economic 
from donors. Because the majority . impact of Transylvania Univeristy 
of its students and donors do not on the Lexington-Fayette County 
live in Fayette County, only 16 per- · economy, call Lynch at (606) 233-
cent of Transylvania's •revenue· • 8_157. An economics professor, 
comes from Fayette County ''·Lynch has studied the state's eco-
sources.- However, almost 80 per- · homic picture since the mid-1960s. 
cent of Transylvania's expenditures · 
go directly to Lexington residents When he is not teaching micro-
economics, macroeconomics, pub-
lic finance, or ,regional economics at 
Transylvania, Lynch serves as a 
consultant to clients as varied as 
the Kentucky Legislative Research 
Commission and the Lexington 
Philharmonic. Since 1974, he has 
completed more than 200 consult-
and businesses. 
► Transylvania students spend 
more than $800,000. in Lexington 
during the school year. ·Their pur-
chases of food, clothing, entertain-
ment, gasoline, and other items 
average about $900 pe~ student per 
school year. 
► Transylvania also brings more 
than 2,735 visitors to the campus 
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Babbage -effort hinges 
on free-tuition plan 
One in a series of campaign-trail 
profiles of the candidates for 
governor. 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
·state, was back on the campaign 
trail last week after an absence of 
several weeks to finish fund-raising 
and hone the issues he'll present to 
Qemocratic voters during the cam-
paign's remaining eight weeks. 
Kolok, 17, won't be old enough to 
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Damon Ko- vote until the November election. 
lok acknowledged that he hadn't He acknowledged that Babbage's 
given much thought to this year's plan might make him a supporter if 
governor's race until he -----• the secretary of state 
heard Democratic candi- wins the Democratic 
date Bob Babbage's plan The Race for nomination in the May 23 
last week to make higher oo~ TUDUQiR, primary. 
education more affordable 'V ill\J~' Babbage, 43, is making 
to youngsters like himself. the proposal the center-
"l'm getting ready to go piece of his campaign. 
to college," said Kolok, an He's counting on its ap-
Owensboro High School peal to younger voters 
senior who had just heard and their parents to cata-
Babbage outline his plan pult him to the nomina-
to about a dozen students ______ lion and victory in the 
in the school library. "I November general elec-
h . • ■ Rose raises ti' know ow expensive 1t on. 
can be, and (the plan) is public-employee Under his proposal, 
also a good incentive for union Issue. 82 similar to one in Georgia, 
kids to do well in high every Kentucky high 
school." school graduate would be gu~an-
Babbage's proposal is to use lot- teed free tuition at a publicly sup-
tery revenue to provide free tuition ported vocational-technical school. 
and books for qualified high school High school. graduates · with a B 
graduates to attend Kentucky's col- average would get free" tuition and a 
leges, universities and vocational , .stipend:for textbooks at -a public 
schoois. college or university as long as they 
Babbage, Kentucky's secretary of · maintain that average. State resi-
dents attending private colleges 
would . get $1,000 annual grants. 
Kentuckians attending out-of-state 
schools would be ineligible. 
The estimated $52.5 million annu-
al cost would come fro)ll increasing 
the percentage of revenue turned 
over to the state by the Kentucky 
Lottery. The state n9w receives 
about 25 percent of the'lottery's rev-
enue; Babbage says. that should be 
raised to 35 percent. . 
During a stop at a Louisville mid-
dle school, Babbage called his pro• 
posal "the-most exciting idea in this 
campaign, and one of the most ex-
citing ideas that I've ever heard." 
He seldom · mentioned other is-
·sues during his campaign stops 
Wednesday through Friday in Lex-
ington, Louisville, Paducah, Owens-
boro and Bowling Green. 
' "This is_ scholarship week," his 
press secretary, Dalit Toledano, told 
a reporter who asked about Bab-
bage's sidestepping questions on 
other topics. 
Several times before student audi-
ences, Babb~ge would steer his an-
swers to other questions around to 
the proposal, which he suggested 
would cure many of Kentucky's so-
cial and economic problems by 
guaranteeing a better-educated 
work force. 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
After outlining his plan to about 
20 eighth-graders at Highland Mid-
dle School in Louisville, Babbage 
appeared exasperated when the first 
several questions from students 
were on other topics. 
"Does anybody have a question 
about the program?" he asked. Few 
did. 
And when Highland student Paul 
Russ wanted to know Babbage's 
"main priority" for juvenile crime, 
Babbage linked his answer to his 
script for the day. 
"The juvenile concern of Ken'. 
tucky relates directly to the pro-
gram I'm explaining for this rea-
son," Babbage said. "If we had bet-
ter education and better availability 
of education, and more parents in-
volved with kids about their educa-
tion, we would have less juvenile 
crime, more respect for the law and 
more respect for each other." 
He also said that juveniles who 
commit serious crimes should be 
treated like adults, and their records 
disclosed publiclY: 
On KET's "K_entucky Tonight" 
television program last week, Bab-
bage again outlined his tuition-and-
books plan when asked questions 
on several other issues. 
"I will tout this program, not"i:mly 
for every issue we discuss liutto-ilie 
coming years in Kentucky, If we 
want the best economy, or the best 
chance for our state, then we've g<it 
to put the investment where our 
kids ·are," he told host Steve Swift. 
But Babbage also said he will not 
be a one-issu~ candidate. During 
the campaign's ·coming weeks, he 
said, he will be outlining other posi-
tions, .although he declined to name 
the topics. · .'. ' 
During an interview he noted that 
he has already t~ken stands against 
new taxes, and for the death penal-
ty, more efficient health care and 
providing the leadership the state 
needs as it moves toward· the next 
century. 
Although Babbage has a reputa-
tion for being an aggressive cam-, 
paigner, he has never come under 
the scrutiny he will receive this 
year. While his critics say he is 
prone to ·glibness or even superfici-
ality, Babbage believes his plans for 
the state will persuade voters that 
he is the best choice for governor. 
Even though· he won statewide 
races for auditor in 1987 and secre-
tary of state in 1991, many Ken-
tuckians apparently have formed no 
opinion of the former Lexington city• 
councilman. In a recent Bluegrass 
State Poll, 44 percent of the Demo-
cratic voters polled who knew 
something about him said they had 
no opinion of him. 
But Babbage says poll results do 
not count on Election Day, 
"You don't win by polls, and you 
don't win by announcing. You win 
by presenting compelling, exciting 
ideas for the future and designing a 
future that is different than today 
and different from my opponents," 
he said, " ... And that's what I aim 
to do." 
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Bre~g up 
PBS will only 
lead to more 
trashy 1V 
BY FRANK RICH 
I t took a homophobic murder for the morality watchdogs to dis-cover that daytime television is 
a carnival of sex and emotional 
,·iolence - frequently watched by 
children. sponsored by family, 
minded corporations like Procter & 
Gamble and produced by respect-
able media folk like Time Warner. 
But as the 15 minutes of national 
scrutiny given to "The Jenny Jones 
Show" and its ilk now end, don't 
expect any reform to result 
Quite the contrary. Even as this 
story made headlines, the new Con-
gress was plotting behind closed 
doors to deregulate commercial TV 
and "privatize" public TV. What 
1his means in plain English is that 
there will soon be more trash TV, 
not less. 
To understand why, start with 
the fact that ''.Jenny Jones" isn't 
going anywhere, no matter how 
many pundits deplore it The show 
will run as long as people tune in .. 
and advertisers pay to reach them. 
That's the way commercial TV has 
always worked and always will: 
what sells is what airs. When the 
public inevitably does get bored 
with "Jenny Jones," its replacement 
won't be a new syndicated show 
ab,m~ say, the lifestyles of Shakers 
and Quakers but an even more 
explicit sex-driven entertainment-
just as the "Jenny Jones" brigade is 
more salacious than the soaps it 
usurped. 
Enter the new Congress. Sen. 
Larry Pressler of South Dakota, the 
new Republican chairman of the 
Commerce Committee, is drafting 
the law that will govern the onrush-
ing telecommunications future of ' 
500 channels. Already the bill's big 
picture is emerging: Commercial 
TV will be able to do whatever it 
wants and charge the caqle con-
sumer as much as it can. 
Pressler is, in other words, mak-
COMMENTARY 
Do You BELIEVE THESE 
\RRE51'ot{S\BLE TV 
"TALK s1r1ow I-\05TS 
~\.lo PllT THEIR 
qUESTS _IN DANG;ER? 
ABOUT THE 
ol'HoB\C BIE,O 
\ I. '" 
O \.\ATE ENoU 
o KILL? 
If you believe In fairness, there must be programming 
alternatives for audiences who have little clout with advertisers 
and little to watch as a result - whether opera-lovers, the 
elderly, the poor or children. That's where public television, 
flawed and mismanaged as It Is, comes in. 
ing the airwaves (or fiber-optic ca- . 
bles) safe for the progeny of "Jenny 
Jones." As hundreds of channels 
compete for the same audience that 
mere dozens fight over now, the 
lowest common denominator of TV 
entertainment is going to get lower, 
not higher. This, too, is the natural 
progression of the marketplace. 
When there were only three televi-
sion networks, NBC maintained a 
symphony orchestra and CBS spon-
sored benign children's program-
ming such as "Captain Kangaroo" 
- and even then TV was thought 
of as a vast 'wasteland. Now that 
the networks must fight scores, let 
alone hundreds, of cutthroat com-
petitors to survive, such noble ges-
tures are a faint memory and the 
vast wasteland in retrospect looks 
like a golden age. · 
In a few years. "Hard Copy" 
might look like Moliere. Five hun-
dred channels promise a common 
denominator of shopping, gam-
bling, violence and porn. If you 
believe in freedom of speech and 
the marketplace, that's the price of 
living in a democracy. But this 
country's telecommunications high-
ways are also public property. If 
you believe in fairness, there must 
be programming alternatives for 
audiences who have little clout with 
advertisers and little to watch as a 
result - whether opera lovers, the 
elderly, the poor or children. That's 
where public television, flawed and· 
mismanaged as it is, comes in. 
Especially for children. Even 
when commercial TV tries to uplift 
the young rather than merely lure 
them to toy manufacturers, com-
mercial pressures foretell doom. 
This month. to take a ludicrously 
Roa ROGERS/PmseuRGH POST-GAzE:m 
paradigmatic example, ABC can-
celed "Cro," an educational Satur-
day morning show developed by 
the Children's Television Work-
shop, creator of "Sesame Street." Its 
replacement? An animated series 
adap\ed from Dumb and Dumber. 
If "Cro" had been on public 
television, it would not have been 
canceled. Perhaps it would have 
run on weekday afternoons. as an 
alternative to talk shows for kids 
coming home from school. But 
Pressler and his GOP colleagues 
want to kill PBS by "privatizing" it 
- which means selling off its 
brand-name programs to profit-
driven cable companies that will 
inevitably corrupt their content and 
charge viewers for watching them. 
Perhaps it's only coincidence 
that Pressler and Newt Gingrich 
have financial ties to cable TV 
powers that stand to gain both 
from uninhibited cable deregulation 
and a dismembered PBS. But this 
battle is as much a cultural referen-
dwn as a matter of money, and any 
Congressman's vote against public 
television must first of all be count-
ed as a vote for "Jenny Jones." 
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decision April 4 · 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
The list of candidates for the Uni-
versity of Louisville presidency 
shrank to three ·yesterday with the 
announcement that Gregory 
O'Brien; chancellor of the Universi-
ty of New Orleans, had withdrawn. 
U of.L still hopes to choose a new 
president next week. 
George Fischer, co-chairman of 
the presidential search committee, 
said yesterday afternoon that 
O'Brien had dropped out that morn-
ing. He declined to comment on 
O'Brien's reasons. • · ~-. 1; 
The remaining candidates to suc-
ceed departing President Donald 
Swain are Betty Turner Asher, 
president of the University of South 
Dakota; John Shumaker, president 
of Central. Connecticut State Univer-
sity; and Richard Eakin, chancellor 
of East Carolina University .. 
Fischer said the search committee 
will continue to evaluate the three 
remaining finalists for the next 
week and plans to hold video con-
ferences with them Friday after-
nool) to gather more information. 
Since the search 
0
began last sum-
mer, the committee. had said it 
planned to make its choice by yes-
terday's board of 'trustees meeting 
and had expected the trustees to 
name a president the same day. 
However, after several trustees 
not on the committee expressed op-
position to the search process and a 
the faculty senate wrote a letter ask-
ing for more time to evaluate candi-
dates, board Chairman Harry Jones 
said last week that the date for 
electing a president would be de-
layed until April 4. 
Fischer said last night that he and 
Jones hari decided last week to de-
lay a decision by the committee un-
til next Tuesday as well. The 13-
member committee will meet again 
at 2:30 p.m. next Tuesday to decide 
who it will recommend to the board. 
The trustees are scheduled to elect a 
president at a 4 p.m. meeting. 
O'Brien said in a statement yes-
terday that he and his wife decided 
to stay in New Orleans because "the 
opportunities, ongoing programs 
and proje~, anticipated accom-
plishments, as well as friends and 
colleagues here at UNO and in New 
Orleans, are more important to us 
than the new and different opportu-
nities in Louisville or elsewhere." 
O'Brien was a finalist for the 
Clemson University presidency· in 
January and was considered earlier 
to lead the University of Hawaii. 
Though O'Brien has been a suc-
cessful fund-raiser and developer of 
business-university partnerships at 
New Orleans, questions about him 
arose during the U of L search 
based on his previous experience at 
the University of South Florida, 
where he was provost. 
He hadn't been granted tenure in 
the South Florida psychology de-
partment, according to a faculty 
member, because he didn't have an 
adequate research record while· he 
. was a full-time professor. 
Colleagues in New Orleans and 
Florida also questioned his manage-
ment _style, saying he had developed 
several ambitious programs at both 
places without adequately planning 
- or funding - thei, future. 
Several U of L employees also 
questioned O'Brien's sensitivity to-
ward non-faculty staff based on 
comments he made duringa cam: 
pus visit. 
It could not be determined yester-
day if the campus questions were a 
factor in O'Brien's decision. He 
wasn't available for comment be-
yond his prepared statement. 
While it couldn't be determined if 
the search committee had any fa. 
vorites among the remaining final-
ists, several advisory committees . 
have expressed their choices. 
An alumni committee said Friday 
that it preferred Eakin, with Shu-
maker and Asher its second 
choices. A faculty advisory commit-
tee told the entire faculty, via elec-
tronic memo, that it has told the 
search committee it prefers Shu-
maker and Asher, said political sci-
ence professor Mary Hawkesworth. 
Candidate drops 
out of running for 
U of L presidency 
BY ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
_ LOUISVILLE - Gregory- O'Brien, one of ti 
fma)1st~ for the presidency of the University 
Lou1sv1lle, told the school yesterday that he doesr 
want the job. 
O'Brien, the chancellor of the University of Ne 
Orleans, called the trustees' office yesterday morning 
ask · that his na'?e be taken out of the running, sa 
trustee George Fischer, chairman of the search commi 
tee. 
That leaves three finalists: Betty. T~er Ash, 
pres!dent of the University of South Dakota; Richar 
Eakin, chancell~r of East Carolina University; and Joh 
Shill!'aker, president of Central-Connecticut State Un 
vers1ty. _ 
O'Brien 5'.lid in a tele])hone interview l~t night tru 
h~ had ~n unpressed with U of I.; i:luring his visit an 
d11 not ";'thdraw his name because of any problem. H 
said he simply decided to stay _in New Orleans and sc 
through some unfinished projects there. 
" "I lov~ the University of Louisville/ O'Brien saic 
It was Just that the people here in New Orlean 
persuaded me to stay here." -, , ,.;, ,,;:,.,: · 
The U ~f L Board. of Trustees is· expected to choos 
a ne'Y p_rest~~pt .. ~P!]l 4. ; : , ~•1"-;k',~\/!t;\~ ,, 1 ti. .. 
Fischer said y:~terday tliatjhe search coriiinitte 
would recommend one candidate' to the· entire boarc 
Bt:t other trustees.could nomina~·other candidates h 
satd ~• ' · · _.,, ·· ~ .,., ·.·· - ' 
T_h!; lrus\~ 11lso will pn°i~l~r~~t~~ th~thre, 
re':113111mg finahs!:5 friday'fu.ro~!i§~:::t\ct~,~oolg!p,_h, 
said. -~- · d,.,Ul"'..~=,tm .:•·~hf.in•~- '• /J?:-' 
. _F/scher said' he was Jikjjp_oiai;Jf'by: <YB~en', 
dectsmn to drop out of the runniriJ("A'lot of people it 
~d. Orleans really loved him an~!~~- him/' h, 
/Vla,rc,h 2 9, 1'195 
J 
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Patt.on . we can take our surplus and go off which will drop off when the econo- building buildings with it. We've got my slows, Patton said. to be veiy, veiy careful." 
eyes Sta. te"s Patton said he would not touch Long's candidate.for governor is the state's $100 million budget re- Senate President John "Eck" Rose, 
serve trust fund, which is set aside who said yesterday that he supports 
Surplus. ~or· to deal with revenue shortages. · some of the projects but doesn't J. I However, his plan would consume want to list them and look like he is • 
• most of the true surplus - money trading projects for votes. 
Prol 1 ects that the state didn't expect to have But Patton said the projects are .JI when the legislature passed the badly needed, "particularly the ju-
budget 10 months ago, and is now venile-treatment facilities. There is 
By AL CROSS 
Political Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky.:- Lt. Gov. 
Paul Patton says that if· the state's 
financial surplus keeps ·· building, 
part of it should be spent on more 
than $60 million worth of education 
and juvenile-treatment projects. 
Patton, a Democratic candidate 
for governor, said in an interview 
that he favors calling a special ses-
sion of the : General Assembly , in 
July, at the start of the next fiscal 
year, to decide how to spend money 
left over from this fiscal year . ... 
Lieutenant governors no longer 
have gubernatorial power when a 
governor leaves the state, so only 
Democratic Gov. Brereton Jones 
can call a session. "I think he prob-
ably knows I'm interested in this 
subject," Patton said. He declined to 
comment further about Jones, who 
in turn declined to comment late , 
yesterday. · 
· Patton said if Jones doesn't call a 
special session - and if he is elect• 
ed - he would ask the General As-
sembly next year to spend the mon-
ey "if it is still there." Patton said 
the state should build two "boot 
camps" for juveniles at state prison 
farms, community-college buildings 
at Ashland and Hazard, and techni-
cal schools in Hopkinsville, Danville 
and Shelbyville. . 
The latter five projects are on a 
long list proposed for debt financing 
by Jones but rejected by the Senate 
in the past year. Patton broke with 
his fellow Eastern Kentucky leaders 
and Jones last June liy saying that 
the state shouldn't increase the per-
centage of its budget that goes · to 
pay long-term debt. Now he says it 
should build projects with extra 
cash it has on hand. 
"This is the time when you need 
to make cash expenditures, while 
you've got high levels of revenue," . 
counting on to finance tax cuts a crisis that would warrant us going 
passed in January. into special session to do those." 
State officials estimated in Janu- · Patton said he would build each 
aiy that the surplus would be of the two· "boot camps" more effi-
$87 million on June 30, the end of ciently than the one now being built 
the current fiscal year, but only in Breathitt County at a cost of 
$17 million at the end of the next $2.5 million for 24 beds. He said he 
fiscal year. (Not counted in the sur- would spend $10 million and get at 
plus is $53 million a year set aside least 200 beds. 
to pay possible liabilities, such. as Here is information on the other 
lawsuit judgments and settlements.) projects, from Jones' 1994 budget 
Patton said he would not consider proposal: 
as true surplus any money·• that Ashland Community College: Classroom bUifd-
would be needed to balance the 
ing; top construction Priority of Council on Higher 
Education; estimated cost, $4.S million. 
budget in the next fiscal year, and Hazard Commu_nlty COlll!ge: Student and per-
forming arts center, with classrooms and offices; 
would scale back his plans accord.. council's second priority; $12 million state. 
· 1 N b d t ti' t d $1.S million federal funds. mg y. ew U ge es ma es are ue HoPklnsvllle commun1tv co11egei Regionol 
in about two weeks. technical training center; iolnt protect with Work-
Rep. M~hall Long of Shelbyville, [f:~e$8□~m1:n1;1ent Cabinet; council's third prfor-
fonner chainnan of the House budg.. Workforce Development Coblnet: Shelbyville, 
et ColllIIU'ttee, sa1'd he wants the new regional technical training center. S10.9 million; replace Danville School of Health Occupotlons 
building, $7.2 million. 
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Morehead baseball coach 
is leaving 
From Spedal Dispatches 
Frank Spaniel, the head baseball 
coach at Morehead State University, 
will leave the school June 30 to be-
come an assistant professor of phys-
ical education at Georgia South-
western College. 
Spaniel, who has a doctorate in 
exercise science from Mississippi, is 
in his sixth season as the Morehead · 
coach. He has a 147-135 record and 
took Morehead to the Ohio Valley 
Conference championship in 1993. 
AROUND 
KENTUCKIANA 
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UK student hopes to spin a lively lecture 
Eric 
Meiners 
Who he Is: UK 










point average of 
3.9 on 4.0 
scale; member 
of the University 
Honors Program; 
first student lec-
turer in the Ed-






and Don and 
Judy Meiners. 
Quote: "I'm nev-
er satisfied with 
what I'm doing. I 
always want to 
get into some-
one else'·s fieid 
and see what 
it's all about." 
ANGIE MUHS 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Eric Meiners doesn't see why 
academic lectures should have to 
be stuffy, formal affairs. 
Tonight, the University of Ken-
tucky junior will try to prove that 
he can mix a scholarly lecture and 
lively thought. He'll don a new suit 
and sp_eaR for 45 minutes on "Nem-
esis: The Heart of Darkness in 
American Cinema." 
It's part of the Edward T. 
Breathitt Undergraduate Lecture-
ship in the Humanities, a new · 
program at UK. Each year, UK will 
hold a competition and the winning 
student will speak at a university 
lecture. 
The winner receives $500 and a 
trophy. His or her lecture also will 
be published and distributed on 
campus and to local libraries. 
The motivation behind the lec-
ture series was to show off the 
talents of undergraduate students, 
said Raymond Betts, director of 
UK's Gaines Center for the Human-
ities. 
"I thought, why not take some 
of our local talent and have them 
do what we've always imported 
outside people to do," Betts said. 
"The results should have a fresh-
ness and a kind of compelling 
conviction." 
The program was named for 
Breathitt, a former governor and 
chairman of UK's Board of Trust-
ees, because of his support of the 
M.A. PEMBER/ HERALD.LEADER 
Eric Meiners is the first student to give the Breathitt lecture. 
Gaines Center, Betts said. 
Meiners, the first winner, said 
he doesn't want his lecture to be 
intimidating or stuffy. 
"I don't want this to be gloomy. 
I want it to be fun," said Meiners, 
an unpretentious communications 
major -who usually favors jeans. "I 
mean, it's about movies. It's about 
fun." 
Meiners, who is minoring in 
business, said his presentation will 
trace the role of Nemesis, the Greek 
goddess · of vengeance, in movies 
and plays. 
The speech will touch on every-
thing from the play Oedipus Rex 
by Sophocles to John Wayne west-
ems to current films like Interview 
with the Vampire and Batman. 
Meiners, 21, said he has been 
working on the lecture off and on 
since ·December, when he first read 
about the contest. He got the idea 
for his speech after reading a 
review of the Bob Dylan album 
"Desire." The reviewer remarked 
on the role of Nemesis in several 
songs, and Meiners started think-
ing about how the topic might 
apply to other art forms. 
He learned he had been chosen 
in mid-February. Since then, "I've 
been mostly brooding about it and 
letting it percolate upstairs," he 
said. "It's a pretty hairy topic, so 
I'm trying to not let it get out of 
control." 
Two of his professors, Betts 
and English associate professor 
Armando Prats, also have helped 
by offering feedback and sugges-
tions in the past few weeks, 
Meiners said. 
"I told Dr. Betts and Dr. Prats 
that I owe them both a beer," 
Meiners said. 
Meiners, a member of UK's 
University Honors Program, said 
he thinks many other students 
. aren't interested in humanities 
courses. 
"We're getting more and more 
specialized," he said. "Most people 
are pretty major-centric." 
But he also said that programs 
like the Breathitt Lectureship 
might change students' minds 
about the humanities by showing 
them the possible rewards. 
"I'm not that highbrow of a 
person. I'm actually kind of low-
brow," Meiners said. "Anybody 
can lecture. It's just a matter of 
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declared that strict proportionality 
is the major factor in compliance. 
Proportionality simply isn't a fair 
measure for compliance." 
Court's bias niling 
could Shake up , · · 1 
college athletics __ 
HERALD-LEADER WIRE SERVICES 
In a precedent-setting decision that could shake up 
college athletic programs across the country, a federal 
judge ruled yesterday that Brown University is dis-
criminating against female athletes because it offers 
proportionally fewer slots on varsity teams available to 
women. 
Judge Raymond S. Pettine of U.S. District Court in 
Providence, RJ., found that Brown had failed to comply 
with Title IX, a federal law that prohibits sex discrimi-
nation at schools receiving federal money. The law 
requires that women receive opportunities equal to 
those for male athletes. · 
Pettine said women make up more than 50 percent · 
of all undergraduates at Brown, but 44 percent of all , 
athletes. . . ___ ,· .. 
Lawyers for the athletes who filed the suit hailed the • 
decision as a major victory for women's 'rights. ·But 
i university officials-vowed to-
appeal, saying the ruling reflected 
a quota mentality that would sim-
. ply force schools to sea.le back 
·men's programs, especially non-
. revenue sports. 
Brown officials say they offer 
17 varsity sports for women com: 
pared with 16 for men. However, 
: those 17 women's teams had only 
· :342 slots in the 1993-1994 academic 
year, while the 16 men's teams had 
555 slots, Pettine said. 
. The lawsuit - partly settled in 
'September when Brown agreed to 
equal treatment and facilities, but 
not participation, for male and • 
female athletes - is considered a 
landmark test of Title IX. Pettine 
yesterday ordered Brown to com-
.ply with the law within 120 days. 
However, the order was stayed 
pending appeal. 
Donna Lopiano, executive di-
rector of the Women's Sports Foun-
dation, said in a. statement, "This 
win is one more step in the right 
direction for women's sports." 
The ruling could have far-
reaching effects for college athletic 
departments already challenged by 
cost-cutting requirements. It could 
prompt new challenges by wom-
en's programs at other universities. 
More importantly, it could lead 
to streamlining or outright elimina-
tion of. some men's sports to bring 
support for male and female athlet-
ic programs into proportion. . 
Title IX has been a hot-button 
issue for two decades as colleges 
wavered between reluctance. and 
enthusiasm for a law that required 
them to increase funding for worn- 1 
en's athletic '.'teams. . Although 
Brown had funded increasing mun-
hers of women's teams. its efforts 
were deemed inadequate. • [ 
"We have 34 intercollegiate · 
sports, one of the nation's best and • 
biggest programs," said Robert 
Reichley, Brown's· executive vice 
president. .. . 
"Title IX is not a quota, but to 
eliminate discrimination in educa-
The plaintiffs did not accuse 
· Brown of intentional or overt dis-
crimination. Instead, they relied on 
a three-pronged test established by 
the Department of Education's Of-
fice of Civil Rights for checking 
compliance. 
According to the· test, if a 
school's ratio of female to male 
athletes is "substantially propor-
tionate" to the student body, it is in 
compliance with the law. 
Pettine said Brown - which 
claimed that 44 percent of its 
athletes were women - was ''far'' 
from satisfying that criterion. 
Brown, like other schools, has wide 
disparities between its largest 
men's team (football, with 126 play-
ers) and its largest women's team 
(crew, with 50.) 
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Fighting is ta-lk of KSU campus . 
. FRANKFORT, Ky. - The president of Kentucky State Univer-
sity's Student Government says the school is in a state of 
emergency because of violence. 
Michelle Coleman and other students called a special convo-
cation Tuesday spurred by several fights over the weekend. 
Between Thursday and Saturday there were several fights 
starting with a dance Thursday night at the Boone Center 
National Guaril '.Armory. Another fight Friday afternoon on 
campus got out of hand because it involved various groups of 
people, witnesses said. 
According to students who spoke at the convocation, a party 
at a local motel also erupted in a fight. 
.. . - . _l_!_IL. VVVI IIL.I 1-uvv1 U 'lnl.. - 11 IUI IVI.J..----.1 t IYII U ,v, I ..,..,, ,_..,.., ... 
U of L still urged to con~ider 
Abramson for presidential post 
three finalists. date will- be added, Gardner said. By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
An influential member of a com-
munity committee assisting in the 
search for a new University of Lou-
isville president-said he still hopes 
Mayor Jerry Abramson will be con-
sidered for the post. 
The 13-member search panel will 
make its recommendation to the 
board of trustees Tuesday, when the 
board is expected to name U of L's 
next chief executive. 
The remaining candidates are 
John Shumaker, president of Cen-
tral- Connecticut State University; 
Richard Eakin, chancellor of the 
University of East Carolina; and 
BettY Turner Asher, president of the 
University of Soutil Dakota. 
Henry C. Wagner, president of 
Jewish Hospital, said that after re-
viewing the records of the three 
academics who are finalists he still 
thinks Abramson has stronger cre-
dentials. 
Abramson announced his interest 
in the job last fall, withdrew after 
perceiving a faculty preference for 
an academic, and then re-entered 
after getting encouragement from 
friends and some faculty members. 
The candidates were evaluated by 
different factions on campus, but 
even those reviews were divided. 
A student advisory committee 
preferred Eakin, first, followed by 
Asher and Shumaker; the alumni 
preferred Eakin, then Shumaker 
and Asher; the faculty preferred 
Shumaker, then Asher; and the 
community group preferred Shu-
maker and then Asher. 
"I remain hopeful that the full 
board, when its gets to the process 
of making a decision will consider 
'the mayor," Wagner said. · 
"We have three viable candi-
dates," said Gene. Gardner, the 
search committee's co-chairman. 
"That's- the entire list." 
· But several members of the 
. search committee said that is not 
going to happen - and that the 
next president will be one of the 
Four finalists were announced 
March 12, but one of them, Gregory 
O'Brien, chancellor of the Universi-
ty of New Orleans, withdrew his 
name Monday. 
A group of administrators de-
clined to reveal its preferences, as 
did a group of non-faculty employ-
ees. 
That move, however, doesn't 
mean the mayor or any other candi-
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Rocky Rhodes 
If we treat 'em like pros, pay 'em like ·pros 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - After a 
disappointing tournament perform-
ance, University of Kentucky for-
ward Rodn"ck Rhodes was placed on 
waivers yesterday, clean·ng a spot 
on the Wildcats' roster for a small 
forward who can help Coach Rick 
Pitino win his first national champi-
onship. 
0 
K, OK, this story never ap-
peared. Could have, though. 
Rod Rhodes played a couple 
of bad games and the guy is get-
ting the here's-your-hat•what's-
your-hurry treatment. Trim the 
roster. Tailor the front court. Out 
with the deadwood. In with the · 
latest teen-ager who can fulfill a 
state's fantasy and a coach's (un-
written but understood) contract. 
Maybe this is big-time basket-
ball. (Don't get this confused with 
education.) It is hard, but it's life in 
the game Rhodes chose to play. 
So be it, but then let's go all the 
way. If Kentucky is going to treat 
its players like pros (waiving some, 
redshirting others - maybe even 
upperclassmen), then pay 'em like 
the pros. The NCAA tournament 
alone-last year soaked up $152 
million. Lots of people. made lots of 
money. Players get the chance for 
an education (if courses can be 
squeezed between games, practices 
and the psychological warfare 
waged by coaches) and a few years 
of notoriety. · 
And when they are used up or 
played out, they get waived. They 
get fired before they're even old 
enough to qualify for a break on 
their car insurance. 
